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Introduction
Today, one would rarely associate

religious belief with maps. We see

religion defining the spiritual world

and cartography defining the shape of

the physical world. But this was not

the case for hundreds of years.

Humans in the past tended to see less

of a separation between the spiritual

and physical worlds, and this strongly

influenced their representations of
both. Exploring the relationship of
religion to cartography affords new

insights into both fields.

Although belief and religion have

influenced cartography and

mapmaking in many cultures around

the world, this exhibit, drawn

primarily from the Virginia Garrett

Cartographic History Library at The

University of Texas at Arlington, is

based on the Western European

cartographic tradition, which spread to

the Americas as colo ntzatton occurred.

Since the collection is particularly

strong in Euro-American maps of the

American Southwest, the area of the

Gulf of Mexico, the United States and

Mexico in the nineteenth century, and

school geographies and atlases of the

nineteenth century, the exhibit

Mappins the Sacred

emphasizes these areas as well.

Nevertheless, even within these limits

and just a bit beyond them-including

some outstanding rare maps and books

graciously lent by the DeGolyer

Library at Southern Methodist

University-the exhiqit contains an

incredible diversity of mups and i

mapmakers that arc rcIated to spiritual

and religious carto graphy.

Many people have helped pull this

exhibition and publication together.

Excellent leadership and support

provided by Dr. Gerald Saxon, Dean

of the UT Arlington Library, and Ann

Hodges, Special Collections Program

Coordinator, along with their great

staff, made working on this project a

joy. Special Collections Cataloger

Carolyn Kadri, with the indispensable

advice of Kit Goodwin, handled many

of the arrangements for the Garrett

Lectures, freeing me to work on the

exhibition. Carol Lehman, Graphic

Services Supervisor at the Office of
University Publications, contributed

her wonderful skills and talents to the

design of this gallery guide. Dr.

Richard Francaviglia, the energetic

Director of the Center for Gre ater

Southwestern Studies and the History

of Cartography, kindly read the drafts

for the guide, made many useful

suggestions, and generously shared

many ideas. Dr. Dennis Reinhartz,

Professor of History, also provided

ideas and encouragement. Christian

Clark helped design and prepare the

exhibition; Brooke Silkey Kapur

helped locate original materials.

Cathy Spitzenberger proofread the

gallery guide. Dealers Murray

Hudson, Preston Figley, and Royd

Riddell brought fine items to our

attention. I would particularly like to

thank my former employer, Dr. Russell

Martin, Director of the DeGolyer

Library at Southern Methodist

University in Dallas, who generously

agreed to lend some of their splendid

rare maps and books to the exhibition.

Of course, all of this would not be

possible without the generosity of
Virginia and Jenkins Garrett and The

University of Texas at Arlington.

Ben W. Huseman

C ar t o gr aphi c Ar chiv i s t
Special Collections
UT Arlington Library

Belief and Religion in the History of Cartography

Dedicated to David Buisseret and Kt Goodwin

@2006
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Cosmograptry and the Sacred Vision

A Religious HlorldView

any early maps clearly reflect a religious worldview. In some cases, they specifically allude to stories

recorded in sacred texts like the Bible. Maps may help illustrate, clarlfy, or confirm scripture. Like sacred

texts, maps attempt to address and solve difficult problems, but they also raise difficult questions, particularly

when direct observation seems to contradict or conflict with long-accepted notions or traditional interpretations

of sacred texts. As products of their time, maps reflect ideas and notions that were in the minds of their

creators-part of the "cultural baggage" associated with the act of map creation.

There are numerous maps in Western culture, from the medieval T-in-O maps to modern ones, showing the

known world of the ancients divided between the sons ofrNoah: Shem, Ham, and |apheth. People from the Judeo-

Christian and Islamic faiths share a belief in the |ewish Torah, which relates the ancient Near Eastern story of Noah

and the Great Flood. According to the story recorded in the book of Genesis but also in the non-canonical book of

Jubilees and elsewhere, God destroyed all people except faithful Noah and his immediate family. A literal interpre-

tation of the story necessitated the inference that all human beings must have descended from Noah's three sons.

The next logical step for believers was, therefore, to divide and classifr the races of Man and the geography of the

earth accordingly. This was less of a problem for European believers in the time before Columbus, since at that
time they were only aware of the three continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa. However, distant travelers brought
back strange and sometimes exaggerated tales of distant lands and peoples that challenged belief then and even

now, raising many questions for people of faith. After-and even before-the European discovery of "new"

continents, serious intellectual debates took place among scholars as to whether the people discovered to be living
in distant lands were human. Were they also descendants of Noah? \tVhat responsibility did believers have in
sharing their faiths with these peoples? Increased geographic knowledge increased the number of questions for
theologians and religious scholars.

Tooley, R. V. Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers. Revised Edition, ]osephine French et a1., eds., 4 vols.;
Tring, Herts., England: Map Collector Publications Limited in association with Richard Arkwag 1999.
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$ealnd $etesffillntXi sccrtno'a€t36rnfroi $olifr Xin The Greco-Roman Mythoiogies

Although some European maps reflect the Judeo-Christian worldvie% others derive meaning from ancient Greco-Roman
religions and mythologies. One of the most obvious ways that these religions influenced mapping was in the conception of
the winds and the heavens. The ancient Greeks named and personified the winds coming from different directions as human
heads blowing from those directions. They considered some winds good or beneficial and some bad or evil, and they
believed that the study of the winds was highly important to navigation, agriculture, and other pursuits. They also
envisioned shapes in the night sky by imagining lines connecting stars and planets. They named these constellations for
Greek and Roman deities and recorded their configurations in celestial charts, maps, and globes-a tradition continuec
through several centuries by astronomers and publishers.
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Peter Apian, a.k.a. Bennewitz (1495-1552)

and Gemma Frisius (150S-1555)

Carta cosmographica, con los

nombres propriedad, y virtud
de los vientos.

Woodcut engraving (hand colored),21 x
29 cm., in Peter Apian and Gemma Frisius,

Cosmographia de Pedro Apiano, corregida
y afiadida por Gemma Frisio.. . (Antwerp:

Juan Bellero, 157 5; first published in 1524;
map first published in 1524), p. 4. 21.5 cm.
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

Peter Apian and Gemma Frisius were
cartographers, mathematicians, physicians,

and cosmographers, and together they
may have designed this cordiform-or
heart-shaped-world map. They
included twelve windheads, three of
which they personifled as deadly plague-
bearing winds from the south. In the sky
above, the god Zeus, with a thunder or
lightning bolt in one hand, sits astride an

eagle and exchanges glances with a figure
representing Holy Roman Emperor
Charles V to whom Frisius had dedicated
an earlier map. The cartographer(s) also

included signs of the zodiac or constella-
tions around the edges.

Some sixteenth-century viewers of maps
possibly perceived the popular cordiform
projection for world maps as having

hermetic or magical meaning. Employed
by many famous cartographers of the time
such as Waldseemueller, Mercator) Ortelius,
and Oronce Fine (to whom invention of
the cordiform projection is generally
attributed), it may have had some
connection with the heart-shaped symbols
associated with several Christian sects,

including a clandestine Antwerp group
known as the Family of Love or Charity,
with which Ortelius had ties.

Shirley, The Mapping of the World, pp. 93-95,
no. 85; Giorgio Mangani, "Ortelius and the
Hermetic Meaning of the Cordiform
Projection," Imago Mundi 50( 1998) : 59-83.
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Hartmann Schedel ( L449-15 15)

Secunda etas mundi;
secunda etas mildi
Woodcut engraving, 38 x 54 cm.
From Hartmann Schedel, comp.
Weltchronik (Nuremberg: Schedel , 1494;

first published in Latin as Liber
Chronicarumin 1493).
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This map depicts the world divided
between the descendants of the three sons

of Noah named Shem, Ham, and |apheth.
According to the tradition of the Great
Flood, only Noah and his family survived;
therefore, all peoples of the world are their
descendants. The map includes names for
important places and the twelve winds, and
it also has a set of seven vignettes showing

alien oddities from around the world based

upon classical and medieval travel tales.

Otherwise, Schedel derived much of the

map from geographic notions dating back

to the second century a.o. Alexandrian
cartographer Claudius Ptolemy, whose

works were widely published during the

Renaissance.

Schedel was a humanist, jurist, and

physician who came to Nuremberg in 1484.

His book, in which this map appeared, is

known as the Nuremberg Chronicle-the
most widely produced and the most
lavishly illustrated book of the fifteenth
century.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 4, p. II7:
Shirley, The Mapping of the World (1983), no.

19, p. 19; http://www.newadven t.orgl catheni

13 525 a.htm, accessed 6 -6 -06; http: I I
www. henry- davis. co m/MAPS/LMwebpages/
260mono.html. accessed 4-28-06.
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After Sebastian Mi.inster ( I 488- L552)

Typ rt O rb is Univ er s alis

Woodcut engraving, 28 x 38 cm.,

by David Kandel ( I 524-1596)
From Sebastian Mtins ter, Co smo graphia
(Basel: Mtinster, 1550- 1572) .

Virginia Garr ett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Medieval and Renaiss ance European maps

divided the winds into groups of four, eight,

and twelve. These winds related to the

cardinal directions and had ancient
mythological origins. A chapter in
Aristotle's book Meteorologica described and

named the twelve winds, and Mtinster's
map names all, except for one: Septentrio
(north), Aquilo (north, northeast), Cacias

(east, northeast), Sub Solanus (east), Eurus
(east, southeast), Euroauster, IMeridionis]
(south), Austroafricus (south, southwest),

Africus Lips (west, southwest), Zephirus
(West), Chorus (west, northwest), and

Circius (north, northwest).

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 3, p.296.
Shirley, The Mapping of the World (1983),

p. 103- 104, no. 92.
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Sebastian Mtinster ( 1488- 1552)

T ab ul a N o v ar um In sul ar um

Woodcut engraving (hand colored),
27.5 x 34.5 cm.
From Claudius Ptolemy (second century
A. D. ), G eo graphia (Jniv er salis

(Basel: Sebastian Munster, 1552;

first published by Mtinster in 1540).

Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Religion and politics are often closely allied,

and this was especially the case in the

sixteenth century. In this famous map, the

Spanish flag flies prominently in the West

Indies, while the Portuguese flag dominates
the south Atlantic-reflecting pronounce-
ments by Pope Alexander VI tn 1493 and the

Treaty of Tordesillas between Spain and

Portugal of L494. These declarations
divided the non-Christian world between

the two countries and charged the Portu-
guese and Spanish rulers with the responsi-

bility of bringing the non-Christian
inhabitants into the Catholic faith. This is

reputedly the first printed map to name the
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From earliest times, religions focused upon the nature and meaning of the universe, including the earth and the heavens.
Related to this, humans have attempted to visually represent the sun, moon, stars, and planets in ways that gave meaning to
the heavens. The Babylonians, for example, imagined mythological beings in the skies, and the classical Greek and Roman
writers recorded the identities of many of the constellations and heavenly bodies known to the ancients. It is no accident
that quite a few of these astronomical phenomena share the names of Greek and Roman gods. Although modern people no
longer believe in most of the ancient religions that spawned these names, the names and images have remained popular and
useful to observers.

By the time of Aristotle in the fourth century B.c., many educated people in the Hellenic world believed that the earth was a

sphere and that the cosmos or universe was a succession of spheres surrounding it. Globes became popular in antiquity-
chiefly as aids for making mathematical calculations and observations. They were well suited to this because globes could
represent the spherical surface of the earth without the distortions inherent in a flat map that attempted to do the same.
Likewise, celestial globes could represent the celestial vault, or firmament, which the ancients and subsequent generations
also believed to be spherical. As a result, celestial globes traditionally showed constellations in reverse as if viewed from
outside the firmament, not as observers on earth perceive theifi. Celestial globes remained popular in the Middle Ages, but
manuscript charts of separate constellations, as seen from earth, also formed alarge part of the genre of celestial
representations. With the rise of printing beginning in the mid-fifteenth century, multiple issues of text juxtaposed with
illustrations became possible. These fostered a rich tradition of beautifully printed celestial charts and globes in Western
culture. From the time of Gerard Mercator (1512-1594), globe-makers have sold celestial and terrestrial globes in pairs.
Today, presentations in planetariums, information in star charts, and some celestial globes still preserve these antique visions
of the old religion-inspired constellations in popular presentations that memorialize the ancient gods, at least in name.

it

Pacific Ocean and it is also among the
earliest printed maps of the Western
Hemisphere to show North and South
America as sep arate but connected
landmasses. The map's creator, Mtinster,
was a German Catholic Franciscan
theologian and priest (ordained in L5L2)
as well as cartographer, cosmographer,
humanist, mathematician, and scholar.

Burden, The Mapping of l,{orth America,
pp. 1 5-I7, no. 12; Martrn and Martin,
Maps of Texas and the Southwest, I 5 I 3 - 1900,

p. 67, plate 2.

After Thomas Burnet (ca. 1635-17 15)

The Sacred Theory of the Earth

Engraving,26 x 16.5 cffi., in Thomas
Burnet, The Theory of the Earth: Contain-
ing an Account of the Original of the Earth,
and of all the General Changes Which it
hath already undergone, Or Is To [Jndergo,

Till the Consummation of all Things
(2 vols.; London: Printed by R. Norton, for
Walter Kettilby, 1684,1688), vol.l ( 1684),
frontisp. and title page. 35 cm.
DeGolyer Library
S outhern Metho dist Univer sity, D allas

This sensational book by seventeenth-
century English natural philosopher and
headmaster Thomas Burnet had an
ambitious goal: it attempted to apply
religious scriptures to a theory of cos-

mogony, or the origin of the universe,
without the benefit of scientific knowledge
of the earth's structure. 'As regards
ingenuity of hypothesis and majesty of
style, the work is beyond praise," wrote the
nineteenth-century English literary critic S.

Austin Allibone, ". . . as a philosophical
system, it is beneath criticism." With |esus
Christ holding the banner of the Resurrec-
tion surrounded by cherubims and
seraphims, the frontispiece maps out
aspects of Burnet's theory, showing seven

stages in the
earth's past and
future. Based

upon the
creation story
in Genesis,

there is: First,
the beginning
or void of
darkness;

second, a time
when the
original surface
of the earth
was smooth
and uniform;
third, the
Deluge, shown
with Noah's
ark upon it;
and fourth, the
corrupted
modern world, with its irregular seas and
landforms. Based in part upon the New
Testament book of Revelations, the fifth
sphere prophesies a coming Conflagration;
the sixth, the creation of a new earth
similar to the earlier smooth one; and the
seventh, after the Day of |udgement, when
the earth, Burnet theorized, would assume

the state of a star, like the sun.

...- -.::
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Scott Mandelbrote, "Burnet, Thomas (c.1 635-
1715).," Oxford Dictionary of I'{ational
Biography, Oxford University Press, Sept 2004;
online edn, Oct 2005 lhttp:l I
\^rww. oxfo rddnb. co m/view/article I 50 67,
accessed 14luly 2006]; fames Hall, Subjects and
Symbols in Art (New York: Icon E,ditions,
Harper & Row, 1974), pp. 17,123-124.
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Typ rt O rb is Univ er s alis
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Peter Apian (1495-L552)
and Gemma Frisius ( 1503-1555)

S chema huius praemis s ae

div isionis SphaerarLtm.

Woodcut engraving, 19.5 x 1.4.5 cm., in
Peter Apian and Gemma Frisius,

Cosmographicus Liber Petri Apiani
Mathematici, iam denuo integritatirestitus
per Gemmam Phrysium ..,
(Antwerp: Arnold Birckman, L533;

first published in 1524),p.4. 20 cm.
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

This celestial chart from 1533 shows a

system of the universe in which
the sun and planets revolve around the

earth. Accepted in Europe for centuries,

this geocentric (earth-centered) theory

Schqna huius premi{lL dnufnnis Splrmnrm.

appearcd to support the religious belief
that Man was God's chief creation. Even a

century later in 1633, the Inquisition of the

Catholic Church tried and convicted
Italian astronomer Galileo Galilei for
heresy for supporting the alternative
heliocentric (sun-centered) theory
advanced by Polish astronomer Nicolas
Copernicus rn 1543. In addition to this
woodcut, Apian's and Frisius' book also

contains prints showing the constellations
of Ursa Major (Big Dipper) and Ursa
Minor (Little Dipper), including, report-
edly, the first European representation of
Alcor, the faint companion star of Mizar,
both in Ursa Major.

Deborah I. Warner, The Sky Explored: Celestial

Cartography 1500-1800 (NewYork: Alan R.

Liss, Inc., and Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis
Terrarum, 1979), p. 8.

fohann Baptist Homann (1 663-1724)

Planiglobii Terrestris cl.,tm Utro q

Hemisphaerio Caelesti G eneralis
Exhibitio ...

Engraving (hand colore d), 49 x 57 .2 cffi.,
probably from |ohann Baptist Homann,
Atlas lJovus Terrarum Orbis Imperia
(Nuremberg: Homann, 1707 or 17L2).

Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

This double-hemisphere world map features
insets of the celestial northern hemisphere
and the celestial southern hemisphere, both
of which show the mythological figures and
objects of the constellations. Windheads and
illustrations of a volcanic eruption, earth-
quake, tides, water-spouts, and a rainbow
decorate the four corners of the composition.
The map shows California as insular and
traces the sailing routes of the explorers
Magellan, Olivier van Noort, William
Dampier, Abel Tasman, and Juan Gaetano.

Nuremberg cartographer and map publisher
Homann and his family later produced a

number of celestial and selenographical
(lunar) charts in conjunction with the
Nuremberg astronomer and mathematician

|ohann Gabriel Doppelmayr (1677 -I7 50) .

Many of these charts were featured in
Doppelmayr's Atlas coelestis, which
Homann's Heirs published tn L742.1

"Homann Heirs." (Moreland and Bannister, p.

84-85). See http://www.phys.uu .nll -vgentl
doppelm ayr I doppelmayr.htm, accessed 7 -8-06;
Deborah |. Warner., The Sky Explored: Celestial
Cartography 1500-1800 (New York: Alan R. Liss,
Inc., and Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum,
1979), p. 120.

tlohn Gross, The Mapmaker's Art, p.320.

fames Mynde (active 1740-1785) et al.

I Minshull's Po cket Glob e

and Casel

Engraving (hand colored) upon paper with
wood, leather, and metal, B cm. (globe),
9 cm. (case), (London: Minshull, 1785).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This pocket globe has celestial charts printed
on the concave insides of its two-piece case.

Note, however, that the charts display
mythological figures so prominently that
one can barely see the stars they are

supposed to help locat-e1 The concave case

feature is not unlike the projection of images
on the ceiling of a modern planetarium, and
it should theoretically be much more
satisfactory than the convex surface of a
common celestial globe in terms of
accurately depicting spatial relationships
among constellations as seen from earth
rather than in reverse. But in practice, when
mass-producing pocket globes, many globe-
makers, including Minshull or engraver

|ames Mynde, continued to use the exterior
views of the firmament rather than take the
trouble to reverse them again. Some scholars
date the earliest pocket globe to around 1659

and credit the invention to London globe-
maker Joseph Moxon (1627 -169 1 ).

Elly Dekker and Peter van der Krogt, Globes from
the Western World (London: Zwemmer, an

Imprint of Philip Wilson Publishers Ltd., 1993),
pp. 109,1 1 1; Edward H. Dahl, |ean-Francois
Gauvin, et al., Sphaerae Mundi: Early Globes at
the Stewart Museum (Montreal, Canada:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 2000), p. 89.

I. &W. Cary (179r-1S21)

Cary's New Celestial Globe ...
Calculated to the Year 1820

Engraving (hand colored) on paper, with
wood, metal, papier mach6, 40 cm. (globe),
94x 51 cm (London : I. & W. Cary,1818).
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, f.IT Arlington

According to the inscription on this
beautifully figured 1818 celestial globe by
the Cary family of London, it includes stars

and nebulae based upon observations by
astronomers Francis Wollaston ( 173I-
1B 15), William Herschel ( 1738- 1822) ,

fohann Ellert Bode (I747-1826), Giuseppe
Prazzr (1746-1826), Baron Francis Xavier
von Zach (1754-L832), and others,
"... calculated to the Year 1820." Such a
globe shows the constellations, not as seen

from the earth, but as observed from
outside the firmament, and therefore the
constellations are reversed from how they
appear to observers on earth. By 18 17, the
Carys also offered celestial globes without
constellation figures for those who
preferred a more advanced scientific
design. The library also owns a terrestrial
companion globe by I. & W. Cary, dating
from 1828,which was also donated by Mrs.
Virginia Garrett.

E,dward H. Dahl, )ean-Francois Gauvin, et al.,
Sphaerae Mundi: Early Globes at the Stewart
Museum (Montreal, Canada: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 2000) , p.96-7 .
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Charting Biblical Chronology
Another type of map reflecting a religious worldview was the chronological chart. Perhaps one of the oldest forms of
records, the chronology probably began as a genealogical list of ancestors, such as the lists in Genesis and at the beginning
of the Christian Gospel of Matthew. Hereditary rulers and leaders used them to show legitimacy of lineage. The Judeo-
Christian and European concept of time as a linear progression of events lent itself to the development and use of the
chronological chart as a visual organizer. For centuries, chroniclers and historians developed their chronologies and the
later chronological charts solely from sacred texts without benefit of the modern disciplines of geology and archaeology.

€*

Thematic Maps and Charts of Religion
hematic maps showing distribution of religions and related statistical charts began to appear regularly in

, geographic atlases during the nineteenth century.* The rise in popularity of thematic maps and charts

showing distribution of religions seems to have coincided with the growth of missionary societies, the introduction

of more diverse and cheaper methods of printing, and the rise of thematic maps, quantitative statistical charts,

census taking, and quantitative analysis in general during the nineteenth century.**

12

Emmanuel-Auguste-D ieudonn6-f oseph,

Comte de Las Cases, a.k.a. "M. Le Sage"

(1766-1842)

General Picture of Universal
Ancient History ...

Engraving (hand colored),36 x 53 cffi.,
in Comte de Las Cases (Le Sage),

G ene alo gi c al, Chr o n olo gi c al, Histo r icql,

and Geographical Atlas, Exhibiting All
the Royal Families in Europe. . ..

(London: I. Bartfield, 1801). 39.5 cm.
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, (IT Arlington

This 1801 chart hints at the dilemma facing
early historians regarding the origins of
humanity and the world. "sacred History;'
as recorded in sacred scriptures often did
not coincide with what was known from
"Profane History" or secular history. But
both dated the age of the earth much
younger than modern historians and

scientists, who have applied "deep time"
geological and archaeological findings
along with textual criticism and analysis to
the study and interpretation of the Bible.

This atlas apparently served as a model for
the popular Lavoisne and Carey & Lea

atlases that appeared in Great Britain and

the United States throughout the early

nineteenth century.

The atlas's author "Le Sage" (Las Cases)

was a French nobleman who fled to
Germany and England during the French

Revolution. His atlas appeared in London

in 1801 with a dedication to the Duke of
Gloucester, but Las Cases later returned to
France to serve under Napoleon, stating
that he was "conquered by his glory." In
1815, Las Cases accompanied the ex-
emperor into exile at St. Helena, and he

later profited considerably from recording
their conversations in his book Mdmorial de

Src HAlAne (5 vols.; London and Paris,

1823).

Emanuel, comte de Las Cases, in Wikipedia,
http : //en.wikip ed ia.or gl wiki/Las_Cases,
accessed 7 -17 -06.
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C. V. Lavoisn€, C. Gros (active 1805),

|ehosophat Aspin (active 1805-1S40) et al.

G enealo gical, Histo rical, and
Chronological Map of Sacred
History, from the Creation
to the Reign of Saul, First Kng
of Israel.

Engraving (hand colore d), 42 x 54 cffi.,
from Lavoisne, Gros, Aspin, et al.,

A C o mplet e G en e alo gic al, Histo r i c al,
Chronolo gical, and G eo graphical Atlas,
2nd American edition
(Philadelphia: M. Carey,1820; first published
in London in 1807), plate 9.46 cm.
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

This "map" attempts to chart "Biblical time"
from Adam to the reign of King Saul of

Israel, estimating this at 2,909 years. Based

upon Le Sage's model, French-American C.

V. Lavoisne, French historian C. Gros, and
English historian |ehosophat Aspin
produced multiple editions of this atlas,

first published in London in 1807 byI.
Barfield (without traditional maps) and

later in Philadelphia (with maps by Iohn
Melish). The charts make interesting use

of color to help differentiate information.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. I ,p.52;
vol.2, p. 223; vol. 3, p.99.

After Francis Amasa Walker ( 1840- 1897)

Chart Showing the Ratio
of Church Accomodation
to the Total Population ...

Chromolithograph, 55 x 42 cm., by Iulius
Bien (1826-1909) in [Francis A. Walker],
Statistical Atlas of the United States Based
on the Results of the l,{inth Census 1870 ...

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government,
187 4), plate 3 1. 56 cm.
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Lib rary, f,lT Arlingto n

In the United States today, Federal law
prohibits the collection of information on
religions, but the government has repre-
sented the data collected by others. This
chart of American religious denominations
by population is one of many innovative
charts and thematic rnaps to appear in this
groundbreaking government statistical atlas.

Walker was an educator, economist, and
statistician who served as Chief of the United
States Bureau of Statistics. Between 1881

and 1897, he was President of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. German-born

Iewish-American printer |ulius Bien of New
York was perhaps America's most accom-
plished lithographer of the mid-to-late
nineteenth century; he is best known as the
printer of the chromolithographed edition of
John |ames Audubo n's Birds of America.

William S. Reese, Stamped with a l,{ational
Character: Nineteenth Century American Color
Plate Books (NewYork: The Grolier Club,1999),
pp.82,91, no. 84. Tooley's Dictionary of
Mapmakers, voI. 4, p.346; On Bien see fay T.

Last, The Color Explosion: Nineteenth Century
American Lithography (Santa Ana, California:
Hillcrest Press, Inc., 2005), p. 36; Emil G. Hirsch,
Gotthard Deutsch, Albert Wolf , "Engraving and
E ngrave r s", f ew i sh En cy clo p e di a.co m : http : / /
www. j ewishencyclo p edia. com/
view.jsp?artid-379&letter-E as retrieved on
Iune 30,2006.
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* Thematic maps of religion pre-dated the nineteenth century, and the earliest example that I have
learned of so far is Homann Heirs'Americae Mappa Generalis of 1746 which depicts the western
hemisphere with colors set to show the distribution of religions according to Catholic, Lutheran,
heathen, etc. My thanks go to Texas Map Society member Thomas D. Swann of Waco for bringing
this to my attention.
**See Norman J . Throweg Maps 6 Civilization: Cartography in Culture and Society,2d edition
(Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1999), pp. 145-154t Edward R. Tufte,
Envisioning Information (Cheshire, Connecticut: Graphics Press, 1990); Edward R. Tilfte, The Visual
Display of Quantitative Information (Cheshire, Connecticut: Graphics Press, 1983).
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Charting Biblical Chronology
Another type of map reflecting a religious worldview was the chronological chart. Perhaps one of the oldest forms of
records, the chronology probably began as a genealogical list of ancestors, such as the lists in Genesis and at the beginning
of the Christian Gospel of Matthew. Hereditary rulers and leaders used them to show legitimacy of lineage. The Judeo-
Christian and European concept of time as a linear progression of events lent itself to the development and use of the
chronological chart as a visual organizer. For centuries, chroniclers and historians developed their chronologies and the
later chronological charts solely from sacred texts without benefit of the modern disciplines of geology and archaeology.

€*

Thematic Maps and Charts of Religion
hematic maps showing distribution of religions and related statistical charts began to appear regularly in

, geographic atlases during the nineteenth century.* The rise in popularity of thematic maps and charts

showing distribution of religions seems to have coincided with the growth of missionary societies, the introduction

of more diverse and cheaper methods of printing, and the rise of thematic maps, quantitative statistical charts,

census taking, and quantitative analysis in general during the nineteenth century.**
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Chartmaker Unknown

The Distribution of Christian
Religions Througltout the World

Color cerograph, 35 x 50 crn., in The

Pioneer Press Standard Atlas of the World
(St. Paul, Minnesota: Pioneer Press Co.,

and Chicago: Rand, McNally and
Company, 1888), pp. 10-11. 36 cm.

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This double-page spread from an 1888

atlas employs circles of various sizes and

colors to chart the relative strength in
numbers of Christian denominations
around the world. The number of
adherents determined the size of the circle;

the color indicated whether Roman
Catholic (pink), Protestant (yellow), or
Greek Orthodox (green). Also included
among the yellow are "oriental churches,"
including Abyssinians, Armenians,

Jacobites, Nestorians, Coptics, and

Maronites. The next page has the same

types of charts for "Israelites" and
"Mohammedans", that is, Iews and

Muslims, resp ectively.

14

George F. Cram, Publisher ( 1842-1925)

Religio us D eno minatio ns in
Canada; Religious D enomina-
tions in the United States 1891;

Religious Creeds of the World
(From Latest Authorities) ;
EngJish Sp e aking Religio t ts

Communities of the World;
The World's Production of lron,
Steel, Copper and Lead

Color cerographs, 36.5 x 56 clil., in George

Cram, Cram's Unrivaled Atlas of the World,
Grand New Census and World's Fair
Edition (New York and Chicago: George F.

Cram, 1891, [1392]), pp. 228-229. 37.5 cm.
Vir ginia G arrett C arto graphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

Juxtaposed on these two pages from an

1891 atlas are graphic color charts
quantiSring the distribution of religions
with other charts showing the world's

manufacturing production of iron, steel,

copper, and lead. The left page, which
concerns religion, includes a color "pi."
chart relating to the distribution of the
world's "religious creeds" by population, a
color chart of religious denominations in
the United States) a color chart of "English
speaking religious communities of the
world," and a color chart of religious
denominations in Canada. The creative
chartmaker drew the latter in the shape of
a cross. The George F. Cram Company is

still in business todav.

15

Hutchison and Dwier

A Chart of the World, Exhibiting
the Prevailing Religion and
Population of the Present
Empires, Kngdoms and States,

Also the Principal Missionary
Stqtions Throughout the Globe.;
A Chart Representirg the
Progress of Christianity from the
Birth of our Saviour to the
Present Time.

Engraving (hand colored),48 x 58 crr.,
(Hartford, Connecticut: Hutchison &
Dwier 1834).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This thematic world religion map and
accompanying chart was produced in the
United States in 1834. The world popula-
tion map at the top of this sheet originally
had coloring that keyed to five major
religions or denominations, described as

Protestant, Roman Catholic, "Greek
Church", "Mahometanism" [sic.], and
"Paganism." The time chart at the bottom
of the sheet is perhaps one of the earliest
produced in America. It is organized with
dates at left and countries by continent
below. According to the key, the lightest
areas "show the prevalence of Christianity,
the dark areas that of Paganism, the lighter
shades that of Mahometanism" [sic.].

Between the chart and the map are five
rectangular vignette scenes that leave little
doubt about the Protestant viewpoint of

'':rh

the artist and publisher. The "Protestant"
scene shows a minister in an early
American church pulpit preaching to a
congregation arcanged in orderly pews.

The "Mahomet" [sic.] scene has an army of
T[rrks marching under a crescent moon
banner near a domed mosque. "Pagan"

designates a scene showing people bowing
to an idol and the sunrise, while another
figure appears to be throwing a child in a

river. In the "Roman Catholic" vignette,
pilgrims prostrate themselves before the
Pope near St. Peter's Basilica in Rome. The
vignette labeled "Iew" shows a High Priest
next to a burning altar in a temple with a

view of Jerusalem and Jesus' crucifixion in
the background. The image suggests that
the artist was intent upon reminding the
viewer of the Jewish peoples' rejection of
Jesus'ministry and their collective guilt for
his death.

16

Dwight Needham, et al.

World at One View

Electrotyped engraved transfer lithograph
or cerograph (hand colored), 53 x74 crn.,
(New York Ensigns & Thayer, 1847).

Vir ginia G arrett Carto gr aphic History
Library, UT Arlington

In the nineteenth century, world maps
began to regularly include population
statistics. In addition to including a small
chart showing the relative strength in
population for various religions of the
world, the publishers of this "World at One
View" composition had as one of their
primary goals the promotion of a railroad
to Oregon that would link trade with
China. Vignettes show five races of
humanity, female costumes of the different
parts of the world, characteristic buildings
and scenery, and a picturesque comparison
chart of the world's highest mountains.
Other charts compare population numbers
among the world's great cities, the lengths
of the world's great rivers, the heights of
the world's tallest buildings.

17

Baker & Thylor Co.

Prevailing Religions of the World
and Progress of Evangelization

Chromolithograph on waxed linen,
37 x 66 cm.,lithographed and printed by
Ketterlinus, Philadelphia
(New York Baker & Taylor Co., 1894).

Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This map divides the world's religions into
"Greek and Oriental," "Roman Catholic,"
"Mohammedanr" " Paganr" "Heathenr" "Iewr"

and "Protestant" through the use of color
coding on two double-hemispheric
projections. A triangular population chart
at the bottom, also separated by color, serves

as a key to show the religions' comparative
strengths in terms of numbers, with
Protestants symbolically forming a

rectangular center around the cross of
"Church Members." The Baker & Taylor
Co., founded in 1828 as a bindery and
subscription book publisher, is still in
business today as Baker & Thylor, Inc., a
company now headquartered in Charlotte,
North Carolina.

Baker & Thylor, Inc.
website, http://www.btol.com/, access ed 7 -22-06.

18

D eno min ati o n al C o mp o sitio n
of the 87h Congress (House of
Representatives) : 1 96 1 - 1 963

[and] Denominational
Composition of the 95'h Congress
(Hous e of Representativ es) :

1977- 1979

Digital photographic offset color
lithographs, 33 x 58 cm., in Edwin Scott
Gaustad, Philip L. Barloq and Richard W.
Dischno, New Historical Atlas of Religion
in America (Oxford and New York Oxford
University Press, 2001), pp. 342-343, figs.
4.8 and 4.9. 34 cm.
UT Arlington Library
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Sacred Imagery in a Profane World
r. i, ; .1i*tons imagery adorned many European printed maps from the fifteenth through the early nineteenth centuries.

::. 
",' Mapmakers were often the same printers and engravers that reproduced much of the art of their time, and they

often applied the same stylistic conventions used in other art to maps. From the Renaissance onward through the

Mannerist, Baroque, Rococo, Neo-classical, and Romantic stylistic periods-as defined by art historians-artists and

mapmakers relied heavily upon allegorical imagery from both the Greco-Roman Classical tradition and the Iudeo-

Christian faiths, and they often mixed one tradition with the other. Although the Greco-Roman religions no longer

counted many devout believers by the time of the Renaissance, their symbols and icons continued to have powerful

meaning for European Christian and Jewish viewers educated in the classics. Such audiences could often "read" allegori-

cal images much the way one reads a text. There are literally thousands of examples of religious imagery on maps, and

dozens are included in the exhibit. By employing religious icons, symbols, and stylistic devices, mapmakers-either

intentionally or not-associated religious concepts and ideas with geography and place.

Roman emperor Iulius Caesar, Greek
geographer Claudius Ptolemy, Flemish

cartographer Gerard Mercator, and Dutch
cartographer lodocus Hondius - founder
of the Hondius-|ansson map-publishing
dynasty. At the bottom center of the
composition are figures personifiring the
Four Continents. Europe, in helmet and

armor with book and scepter, sits. She

appears as Minerva) the goddess associated
with wisdom and war, or as Good
Government, and receives tribute from
three other women representing Asia,
America, and Africa.

Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art,
pp.62,63,75, I28, I29, I82.

R#

lan lansson II ( I 588- L664)

and Hendrick Hondius (L597 -1651)

Ir{ova Totius Terrarum Orbis
G eo graphica ac Hy dro graphica
Tabula

Engraving, 38 x 54 cm.
(Amsterdam: Jan |ansson, L64l).
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

Dutch engraver and cartographer |an
Jansson II embellished this double
hemisphere world map by Hendrick

Hondius with portraits, mythological and
allegorical figures, and decorative flour-
ishes. The Four Elements are spelled out in
Latin in the borders. Zeus (|upiter)
appears at upper left in a ftery, horse-
drawn chariot bringing Fire and Day; |uno
or Diana personifies Air with half-moon
crown, peacock and chameleon and brings
Night at upper right; a sea goddess with
overturned vase and sea creatures
personifies Water at lower left; and Ceres or
Abundance with cornucopia and animals
personifies Earth at the lower right. Four
oval portraits in the corners include

lanlansson Heirs, Moses Pitt (L64I-1697),
and Steven Swart (1641-1683)

After Pieter van den Keere (157L-I646)

Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis
G eo graphica ac IIy dro graphica
Tabula

Engraving (hand colored), (Oxford,
England: |ansson fWaesberg] Heirs,
Moses Pitt and Steven Swart, 1630).
DeGolyer Library
S o uther n Metho dist Univ er sity, D allas

Allegorical, mythological, and historical
vignettes relating to classical antiquity
surround this world map based upon an

elaborate Baroque composition by Dutch
cartographer Willem Blaeu. At top or

TS

north, Greco-Roman gods, all riding in
chariots, personiry the sun and moon and
four planets, each with their respective
signs or symbols. From top left or
northwest to top right or northeast, there is
Luna or Diana with bow and crescent
headdress, goddess of the moon and the
hunt, in a chariot drawn by two nymphs.
Second is Mercury or Hermes) messenger
of the gods, with caduceu.s, winged hat (or
petasus) and winged sandals, in a chariot
drawn by two doves. Third is Venus or
Aphrodite, goddess of love and fertility,
accompanied by winged Cupid, with bow
and arrow, in a chariot drawn by two
swans. Fourth is Apollo or Helios, the sun
god, in his chariot or quadriga, drawn by
four rearing white horses. Fifth is Mars or
Ares, with helmet and weapons, god of war,
in his chariot drawn by two wolves. Sixth is

|upiter, fove, or Zeus, with thunderbolts, in
a chariot drawn by two eagles. The seventh,
at right, is Saturn or Cronos, god of
agriculture, with scythe and one of his
children that he later devoured, in a chariot
drawn by two dragons. The vignettes to
the left or west of the map symboltze the
Four Elements of: Fire; Air, with chame-
leon and a bird-of-prey; Water, with an
overturned vase pouring liquid; and Earth,
with cornucopia and vegetation. Vignettes
at right or to the east symbolize the Four
Seasons, from top to bottom: Spring,
Summer, Fall, and Winter. The vignettes at

bottom or south depict the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World, from bottom left or
southwest to bottom right or southeast:
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the
Colossus of Rhodes, the Pyramids of
Egypt, the tomb of Mausolus at
Halikarnassus) the Temple of Diana or
Artemis at Ephesus, the statue of |upiter or
Zeus at Olympia, and the Pharos at

Alexandria. The arms of the Bishop of
Oxford, to whom the map was dedicated,
appear in the map's northwest corner. The
map was originally part of a twelve-volume
work called the "English" atlas.

Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art,
pp.25ff.; Shirley, The Mapping of the World,
p. 5 1 I, 283., 329-331, no. 504.

RT

Matthias Quad, a.k.a. Matthias Quad von
Kinckelbach (1557 -1 6 I 3 )

Typ ut O rb is Terr ar Ltntt,

ad Imit atio nem Univ er s alis
Gerhardi Mercatoris
Engraving (hand colored), 17 x29 crn.,
(probably Cologne: Iohann Bussmacher,

ca. 1 596-1624).
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Based upon a Mercator world map of 1569,
this map includes a cartouche at the upper
left depicting lesus Christ and a quote from
Cicero at the bottom. Interestingly, the
cartouche of |esus rests upon the western
portion of the North American interior,
which was terra incognita at the time and,
therefore, an ideal blank spot on the map
to add some decoration. By chance-or
some might attribute hermetic significance
to it, "This is the place" where Brigham
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Sacred Imagery in a Profane World
r. i, ; .1i*tons imagery adorned many European printed maps from the fifteenth through the early nineteenth centuries.

::. 
",' Mapmakers were often the same printers and engravers that reproduced much of the art of their time, and they

often applied the same stylistic conventions used in other art to maps. From the Renaissance onward through the

Mannerist, Baroque, Rococo, Neo-classical, and Romantic stylistic periods-as defined by art historians-artists and

mapmakers relied heavily upon allegorical imagery from both the Greco-Roman Classical tradition and the Iudeo-

Christian faiths, and they often mixed one tradition with the other. Although the Greco-Roman religions no longer

counted many devout believers by the time of the Renaissance, their symbols and icons continued to have powerful

meaning for European Christian and Jewish viewers educated in the classics. Such audiences could often "read" allegori-

cal images much the way one reads a text. There are literally thousands of examples of religious imagery on maps, and

dozens are included in the exhibit. By employing religious icons, symbols, and stylistic devices, mapmakers-either

intentionally or not-associated religious concepts and ideas with geography and place.

Roman emperor Iulius Caesar, Greek
geographer Claudius Ptolemy, Flemish

cartographer Gerard Mercator, and Dutch
cartographer lodocus Hondius - founder
of the Hondius-|ansson map-publishing
dynasty. At the bottom center of the
composition are figures personifiring the
Four Continents. Europe, in helmet and

armor with book and scepter, sits. She

appears as Minerva) the goddess associated
with wisdom and war, or as Good
Government, and receives tribute from
three other women representing Asia,
America, and Africa.

Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art,
pp.62,63,75, I28, I29, I82.
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and Hendrick Hondius (L597 -1651)
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Engraving, 38 x 54 cm.
(Amsterdam: Jan |ansson, L64l).
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

Dutch engraver and cartographer |an
Jansson II embellished this double
hemisphere world map by Hendrick

Hondius with portraits, mythological and
allegorical figures, and decorative flour-
ishes. The Four Elements are spelled out in
Latin in the borders. Zeus (|upiter)
appears at upper left in a ftery, horse-
drawn chariot bringing Fire and Day; |uno
or Diana personifies Air with half-moon
crown, peacock and chameleon and brings
Night at upper right; a sea goddess with
overturned vase and sea creatures
personifies Water at lower left; and Ceres or
Abundance with cornucopia and animals
personifies Earth at the lower right. Four
oval portraits in the corners include

lanlansson Heirs, Moses Pitt (L64I-1697),
and Steven Swart (1641-1683)
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surround this world map based upon an
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north, Greco-Roman gods, all riding in
chariots, personiry the sun and moon and
four planets, each with their respective
signs or symbols. From top left or
northwest to top right or northeast, there is
Luna or Diana with bow and crescent
headdress, goddess of the moon and the
hunt, in a chariot drawn by two nymphs.
Second is Mercury or Hermes) messenger
of the gods, with caduceu.s, winged hat (or
petasus) and winged sandals, in a chariot
drawn by two doves. Third is Venus or
Aphrodite, goddess of love and fertility,
accompanied by winged Cupid, with bow
and arrow, in a chariot drawn by two
swans. Fourth is Apollo or Helios, the sun
god, in his chariot or quadriga, drawn by
four rearing white horses. Fifth is Mars or
Ares, with helmet and weapons, god of war,
in his chariot drawn by two wolves. Sixth is

|upiter, fove, or Zeus, with thunderbolts, in
a chariot drawn by two eagles. The seventh,
at right, is Saturn or Cronos, god of
agriculture, with scythe and one of his
children that he later devoured, in a chariot
drawn by two dragons. The vignettes to
the left or west of the map symboltze the
Four Elements of: Fire; Air, with chame-
leon and a bird-of-prey; Water, with an
overturned vase pouring liquid; and Earth,
with cornucopia and vegetation. Vignettes
at right or to the east symbolize the Four
Seasons, from top to bottom: Spring,
Summer, Fall, and Winter. The vignettes at

bottom or south depict the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World, from bottom left or
southwest to bottom right or southeast:
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the
Colossus of Rhodes, the Pyramids of
Egypt, the tomb of Mausolus at
Halikarnassus) the Temple of Diana or
Artemis at Ephesus, the statue of |upiter or
Zeus at Olympia, and the Pharos at

Alexandria. The arms of the Bishop of
Oxford, to whom the map was dedicated,
appear in the map's northwest corner. The
map was originally part of a twelve-volume
work called the "English" atlas.

Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art,
pp.25ff.; Shirley, The Mapping of the World,
p. 5 1 I, 283., 329-331, no. 504.
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Matthias Quad, a.k.a. Matthias Quad von
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Gerhardi Mercatoris
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Based upon a Mercator world map of 1569,
this map includes a cartouche at the upper
left depicting lesus Christ and a quote from
Cicero at the bottom. Interestingly, the
cartouche of |esus rests upon the western
portion of the North American interior,
which was terra incognita at the time and,
therefore, an ideal blank spot on the map
to add some decoration. By chance-or
some might attribute hermetic significance
to it, "This is the place" where Brigham
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Young established the Mormon Kingdom
of God on E,arth about three hundred years

later.

Quad was a well-traveled and prolific
German engrave r, cartographer, author,

and school master. His attendance at a

council of the German Reformed Church
resulted in a fine from the Cologne City
Council and his impoverishment in 1591.

Apparently from 1,596 until L624, Quad's
map appearcd in a number of German

geography books by various authors. The

German Fraktur printing on the back of
this impression begins "Beschreibung des

ganzen Erdtkreisses Isic.]," (Description of
the World's entire regions), indicating it is
probably from one of several editions of
Quad's Geo graphis ch Handtb uch.

Shirlep The Mapping of the World, p.216, no.
197; Matthias Quad, Geographisch Handtbuch,
with an Intro. by Wilhelm Bonacker
(Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.,
1969; first published in Cologne,1600).

RE

Herman Moll (1654-1732)

With Elisha Kirkall (168L12-I742)

after Louis Cheron ( 1660- L725)

A New and Correct Map
of the Whole World ...

Engraving (hand colore d), 72 x 122.5 cIrI.,
(London: Herman Moll , 1719).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The fine cartouche of this English world
map by Herman Moll was engraved by
Elisha Kirkall from a design by Louis
Ch6ron. Distin ctly written in Hebrew at

the top of the cartouche in the blinding
sun is the word
"Yahweh" or
"|ehovah"-1hs
name of God. Seated

on the mountain top
beneath it at left is a
prophet writing in a

book and holding a
serpent devouring its

t.*.. . !

tail, perhaps representing time or eternity.
The circular serpent came from Egyptian
mythology, so the prophet may be Moses,

who led the Israelites out of Egypt. To the
right, a partially clothed female figure,
perhaps representing Fortune or Good
Government, stands upon a sphere and,
while holding a spilling cornucopia filled
with crowns under one arm, appears to be

distributing a crown and scepter to a

supplicating throng. Around the oval title
frame, male figures represent the four
continents: Am erica (with feathered
headdress), Europe (in armor), Asia (in
eastern costume with turban and crescent
moon standard, symbol of Islam), and
Africa (dark complexion with feathers and
loin cloth). A sleeping lion, perhaps
symbolic of Britain, lies at the bottom of the
composition.

Designer Chdron was a French immigrant
painter and illustrator who fled to London
during the Huguenot persecution and
became a naturalized British citizen in
I7I0. Engraver Kirkall was a pupil in
Ch6ron's life drawing classes at the Great

Queen Street Academy.

David Cast, "Ch6ron, Louis (1660- 1725):
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford
University Press, 2004

I h ttp : / / www. oxfo rd d nb. c o m / v i ew/ a r t tcle I 5 22 I,
accessed 29 lune 20061. Timothy Clayton,
"I(rkall, Elisha ( 168 Il2-17 42)," Oxford
Dictionary of l,{ational Biography, Oxford
University Press, 2004 [http://
\M\^rw. oxforddnb. com/vie w I articlel 15654,
accessed 29 lune 20061. Cesare Ripa, Baroque
and Rococo Pictorial Imagery.Intro, trans., and
commentaries by Edward A. Maser (New York:
Dover Publications, Inc., I97l; first published
Augsburg: fohann Georg Hertel, 1758-1760),
plates 3, L52; Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and
Symbols in Art., pp. 7 5, L27 , I29 .

R3

Iean-Claude Dezauche (active 1 7 7 0-1824)
after Philippe Buache ( 1700 -1773) and
Guillaume Delisle ( 1675-1726)

Mappe Monde dl'usage
del'instrfucci]on...
Engraving (hand colore d), 45 x 66 cm.
(Paris: I. A. Dezauche, 1792).

Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The head of the sun god Apollo radiates
enlightenment between the double hemi-
spheres of this late eighteenth-century
French world map issued by Dezauche. The
Greek god Apollo was the god adopted as a

personal symbol by French King Louis XIV
supporter of the French Royal Academy of
Sciences, which did so much to usher in the
Enlightenment. The godhead symbol was

also appropriate for the rationalistic deist
faith of its era. However, the godhead could
also be interpreted as "Christ, the Light of
the World"-depending upon the viewer's
religious persuasion or capacity for French

ambiguity. Dezasche was apparently a

successor to the Buache-Delisle-laillot family
of cartographers, reissuing and updating
many of their maps.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 1,

pp. 366-367.

RS

Gilles Robert de Vaugondy ( 1633- L7 66)
and I or Didier Robert de Vaugondy
(L723-1786) et al.

Orbis VetLts ...

Engraving,4T x7L cm.
(Paris: Antoine Boudet , L7 52) .

Virginia Garr ett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The magnificent rocaille (shell-like) car-

touches with their references to classical

ancient mythology on this double-hemisphere
world map bear the unmistakable influence of
the late Baroqu e I early Rococo decoration
that is characteristic of the reign of French
King Louis XV (1715-1774). Leaning on the
top cartouche is the winged and aged figure of
Saturn or Cronos, Greco-Roman god of
agriculture associated with Father Time, who
holds his characteristic scythe and stares

across at two youthful cherub s or putti. The
map includes geographical quotations from
ancient authors Plato, Seneca, and others, and
divides North and South America'Atlantis

Insula" into ten regions named for the sons of
the ancient gods Neptune (Poseidon) and

Clieto: Atlas, Gadirus, Ampheres, Mneseus,

Autochthon, Eudaemon, Mestor, Diaprepes,
Azanes, and Elasippus.

Cartographers, globe-makers, and mathematics
instructors Gilles and his son Didier Robert de

Vaugondy were named "geographes du roi" in
1734 and I75I, respectively. They and their
publisher and printer Antoine Boudet (active

1747 -I787), named "imprimeur du roi" around
1752, insisted that their maps be both utilitar-
ian and aesthetically pleasing, as exemplified by
their compositions, finely rendered cartouches,
and neatly spaced lettering.

Mary Sponberg Pedley, Bel et Utile: The Work af the

Robert de Vaugondy Family of Mapmakers
(Tring, Herts., England: Map Collectors
Publications Ltd., 1992), esp.p. 135, no. 13.

R5

fean-Baptiste-Marie Chamouin ( L7 68-after
1810) and Conrad Malte-Brun (1775-1526)

Mapp e- Mondes sur Diverses
Projections

Engraving (hand colored), 40 x 53 crrr.,

probably from Malte-Brun,
Atlas Complet du Prdcis de la G1ographie
(Jniv ers elle (P aris: Prudhomme, 18 12;

first published in 1S09).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Common symbols of ancient European religion
and mythology embellish this Euro-centric
cartouche for Danish-French geographer
Malte-Brun's world map. The classical

references and costumes were quite popular
during the time of Napoleon's Empire, when
this map appeared. The goddess Venus, semi-
clothed by u gown with an Empire waistline,
holds a dove of peace in one hand and floats on
her half shell attended by mermaids. Together,

she and her six aquatic beauties evoke the seven

seas. Four more female figures symbolize the
four parts of the earth, and some have

interpreted them as racially ranked metaphors.
For example, Europe, with cornucopia, scepter,

and helmet symbolic of martial prowess and
wisdom, sits enthroned as queen of the earth.
She radiates enlightenment, but at her feet sits

Africa, dark, subservient, and totally nude.
Meanwhile, Asia (in oriental costume) and
America (with bow, feathered skirt and
headdress) hold up the title banner.

See Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art.,
pp.75, 129,3 18-3 19. R5
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Young established the Mormon Kingdom
of God on E,arth about three hundred years

later.

Quad was a well-traveled and prolific
German engrave r, cartographer, author,

and school master. His attendance at a

council of the German Reformed Church
resulted in a fine from the Cologne City
Council and his impoverishment in 1591.

Apparently from 1,596 until L624, Quad's
map appearcd in a number of German

geography books by various authors. The

German Fraktur printing on the back of
this impression begins "Beschreibung des

ganzen Erdtkreisses Isic.]," (Description of
the World's entire regions), indicating it is
probably from one of several editions of
Quad's Geo graphis ch Handtb uch.

Shirlep The Mapping of the World, p.216, no.
197; Matthias Quad, Geographisch Handtbuch,
with an Intro. by Wilhelm Bonacker
(Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Ltd.,
1969; first published in Cologne,1600).

RE

Herman Moll (1654-1732)

With Elisha Kirkall (168L12-I742)

after Louis Cheron ( 1660- L725)

A New and Correct Map
of the Whole World ...

Engraving (hand colore d), 72 x 122.5 cIrI.,
(London: Herman Moll , 1719).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The fine cartouche of this English world
map by Herman Moll was engraved by
Elisha Kirkall from a design by Louis
Ch6ron. Distin ctly written in Hebrew at

the top of the cartouche in the blinding
sun is the word
"Yahweh" or
"|ehovah"-1hs
name of God. Seated

on the mountain top
beneath it at left is a
prophet writing in a

book and holding a
serpent devouring its

t.*.. . !

tail, perhaps representing time or eternity.
The circular serpent came from Egyptian
mythology, so the prophet may be Moses,

who led the Israelites out of Egypt. To the
right, a partially clothed female figure,
perhaps representing Fortune or Good
Government, stands upon a sphere and,
while holding a spilling cornucopia filled
with crowns under one arm, appears to be

distributing a crown and scepter to a

supplicating throng. Around the oval title
frame, male figures represent the four
continents: Am erica (with feathered
headdress), Europe (in armor), Asia (in
eastern costume with turban and crescent
moon standard, symbol of Islam), and
Africa (dark complexion with feathers and
loin cloth). A sleeping lion, perhaps
symbolic of Britain, lies at the bottom of the
composition.

Designer Chdron was a French immigrant
painter and illustrator who fled to London
during the Huguenot persecution and
became a naturalized British citizen in
I7I0. Engraver Kirkall was a pupil in
Ch6ron's life drawing classes at the Great

Queen Street Academy.

David Cast, "Ch6ron, Louis (1660- 1725):
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford
University Press, 2004

I h ttp : / / www. oxfo rd d nb. c o m / v i ew/ a r t tcle I 5 22 I,
accessed 29 lune 20061. Timothy Clayton,
"I(rkall, Elisha ( 168 Il2-17 42)," Oxford
Dictionary of l,{ational Biography, Oxford
University Press, 2004 [http://
\M\^rw. oxforddnb. com/vie w I articlel 15654,
accessed 29 lune 20061. Cesare Ripa, Baroque
and Rococo Pictorial Imagery.Intro, trans., and
commentaries by Edward A. Maser (New York:
Dover Publications, Inc., I97l; first published
Augsburg: fohann Georg Hertel, 1758-1760),
plates 3, L52; Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and
Symbols in Art., pp. 7 5, L27 , I29 .
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del'instrfucci]on...
Engraving (hand colore d), 45 x 66 cm.
(Paris: I. A. Dezauche, 1792).
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The head of the sun god Apollo radiates
enlightenment between the double hemi-
spheres of this late eighteenth-century
French world map issued by Dezauche. The
Greek god Apollo was the god adopted as a

personal symbol by French King Louis XIV
supporter of the French Royal Academy of
Sciences, which did so much to usher in the
Enlightenment. The godhead symbol was

also appropriate for the rationalistic deist
faith of its era. However, the godhead could
also be interpreted as "Christ, the Light of
the World"-depending upon the viewer's
religious persuasion or capacity for French

ambiguity. Dezasche was apparently a

successor to the Buache-Delisle-laillot family
of cartographers, reissuing and updating
many of their maps.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 1,

pp. 366-367.
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and I or Didier Robert de Vaugondy
(L723-1786) et al.

Orbis VetLts ...

Engraving,4T x7L cm.
(Paris: Antoine Boudet , L7 52) .

Virginia Garr ett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The magnificent rocaille (shell-like) car-

touches with their references to classical

ancient mythology on this double-hemisphere
world map bear the unmistakable influence of
the late Baroqu e I early Rococo decoration
that is characteristic of the reign of French
King Louis XV (1715-1774). Leaning on the
top cartouche is the winged and aged figure of
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divides North and South America'Atlantis

Insula" into ten regions named for the sons of
the ancient gods Neptune (Poseidon) and
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instructors Gilles and his son Didier Robert de
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publisher and printer Antoine Boudet (active

1747 -I787), named "imprimeur du roi" around
1752, insisted that their maps be both utilitar-
ian and aesthetically pleasing, as exemplified by
their compositions, finely rendered cartouches,
and neatly spaced lettering.

Mary Sponberg Pedley, Bel et Utile: The Work af the

Robert de Vaugondy Family of Mapmakers
(Tring, Herts., England: Map Collectors
Publications Ltd., 1992), esp.p. 135, no. 13.
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Engraving (hand colored), 40 x 53 crrr.,

probably from Malte-Brun,
Atlas Complet du Prdcis de la G1ographie
(Jniv ers elle (P aris: Prudhomme, 18 12;

first published in 1S09).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Common symbols of ancient European religion
and mythology embellish this Euro-centric
cartouche for Danish-French geographer
Malte-Brun's world map. The classical

references and costumes were quite popular
during the time of Napoleon's Empire, when
this map appeared. The goddess Venus, semi-
clothed by u gown with an Empire waistline,
holds a dove of peace in one hand and floats on
her half shell attended by mermaids. Together,

she and her six aquatic beauties evoke the seven

seas. Four more female figures symbolize the
four parts of the earth, and some have

interpreted them as racially ranked metaphors.
For example, Europe, with cornucopia, scepter,

and helmet symbolic of martial prowess and
wisdom, sits enthroned as queen of the earth.
She radiates enlightenment, but at her feet sits

Africa, dark, subservient, and totally nude.
Meanwhile, Asia (in oriental costume) and
America (with bow, feathered skirt and
headdress) hold up the title banner.

See Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art.,
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Frederick de Wit ( 1630- 1706)

I,{ ov il3ima et Accuratil3ima
S eptentrio nalis ac Meridionalis
Americae

Engraving (hand colore d), 49 x 58. I cm.
(Amsterdam: de Wit, 1630).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Dutch engraver and map-seller Frederick de

Wit's map of the Americas from the 1 670s

has a finely rendered Baroque cartouche
borne above by u winged angel and an

allegorical figure of a beautiful woman
clothed in swirling drap ery carrying a small

cross. Seventeenth-century viewers would
probably have interpreted her as represent-
ing Christianity, the Church, or true
religion, which, by her high or elevated

position, overpowers other, less appealing
allegorical figures representing Americ a (at

left with a feather headdress) and particu-
larly heresy or false religion (at right with
demon-like claws on feet and hands).
Although engraver and map-seller Frederick
de Wit was a Catholic residing in Protestant
Amsterdam, the rolls of the city council for
1,694-1704 nevertheless listed him among
the "goede mannen" (excellent citizens).

Koemann, Atlantes Neeilandici, vol.III, p. 191;

Portinaro and Knirsch, The Cartography of
North America,pp. 190-191, plate XCIV.
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Matthrius Seutter the Elder (1675-1756)

Novus Orbis sive America
Meridionalis et per sua Regna,

Provincias et Insulas Iuxta et
Descripciones Recentiss .. .

Engraving (hand colored), 48 x 56 cm.
(Augsburg: Seutter, ca. I73L).
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, LIT Arlington

The upper left cartouche in Augsburg
cartographer and engraver Mattheius
Seutter's map of the New World from
about L730 is overtly Christian and
Catholic. Between palm trees sits an
enthroned Virgin Mary, the mother of
|esus Christ, who has greater theological
status within the Catholic faith than in
most Protestant denominations. She

shoulders a large cross and holds an open
Bible and a chalice with the Host (conse-

crated wafer) symbolic of the Eucharist.

Iust to the right, swarthy-complexioned
natives in feathered headdresses and grass

skirts surrender gifts of gold and silver and
kneel before a communion table set with a

crucifix, a chalice with the Host above it,
pieces of bread or communion wafers
(here, in this particular print impression,
mistakenly painted gold and resembling
coins), and a wine flagon or pitcher.
Interestingly, at left in the same cartouche,
secular figures representing explorer
Christopher Columbus and other late

fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century
Europeans appear totally ignorant of the
dramatic religious significance of the
moment.

Seutter was born in a Catholic parish in
Augsburg (Heilig. Kreuz). He was

apprenticed to publisher lohann Baptist
Homann in 1697; then returned to
Augsburg to open up his own business
around 1707. His firm became Homann's
primary competitor in German-speaking
lands, and, in 1731, Holy Roman
Emperor Karl VI named Seutter Imperial
Geographer.

Tooley, vol. 4, p. 150; C. Sandler, lohann
Baptista Homann, die Homtinnischen Erben,

Mqtthiius Seutter und lhre Landkarten:
Beitrage zur Geschichte der Kartographie
(Amsterdam: Meridian Publishing Co., 1979;
first published 1882- 1890), p. 5.
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Victor Levasseur (activ e I832-l 854)

Planisphdre,

Steel engraving (with hand-colored
outlines) , 32.5 x 44 cffi., from Victor
Levasseur, Atlas I'{ational lllustrd des 86
departements .. . de la France
(Paris: A. Combette, 1847), plate 95.

Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

In French cartographer Levasseur's

Planisphdre or world map from his 1845

French national atlas, symbolic imagery
has run amuck, conflating Christian,
Ancient Greek and Roman religious
iconography with French Imperial and
[Jtopian political imagery. The multi-
breasted Mother Earth or Diana of
Ephesus, goddess of fertility, appears at the
top or north of the map along with Adam
and Eve in the Garden of Eden. Mother

Earth holds the fettered chest containing
Erichthonius, son of Vulcan and Minerva
and future king of Athens. Above them are

the signs of the zodiac, and in the north-
west and northeast corners beyond the

map are figures representing the Four
Elements of Water, Wind, E,arth, and Fire.

Botanical cartouches frame the Four
Seasons along the sides, with Flora or
Venus for Spring, Ceres for Summer,
Bacchus for Autumn, Boreas or Vulcan for
Winter. Interspersed to the west and east

of the map are Neptune with his trident
and an overturned pitcher and perhaps

figures of the Four Continents. Iesus
Christ is enthroned at the bottom with a

triangular halo, symbolic of theTrinity, and

at his feet are a lion and a lamb. He is
flanked on the left by Napoleon Bonaparte
and a French crowd bearing placards

labeled "Paix" (Peace), "Libr." (Liberty),

"Egalit6" (Equality). Flanking Christ to the
right are Moses with the tablets of the Ten

Commandments and a turbaned Muslim
wielding a scimitar. In the background at

bottom right are the Egyptian pyramids
and a Herm on a pillar and, at left, the
Panthdon in Paris - the French Hall of
Fame, which is modeled on the Roman
Pantheon, originally intended as a temple
to all the gods. Above and below this
eclectic muddle are banners with the words
" Fraternitd," " Perfe ctib ilit6," " Unio n," and
"Harmonie" - perhaps connected with
contemporary French Utopian socialist
movements such as the Icarians.

See Hall, Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in
Art,wrth page references too numerous to cite!
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How Religion Affected
Cartographers
Often there is little documentation
about a cartographer's religious
beliefs. However, the role of faith can

be quite important politically and
economically, p articularly during the

sixteenth through nineteenth
centuries. The famous Flemish
cartographer Gerard Mercato r (I5L2-
1594) studied theology and Latrn at a

monastic school run by the Pietistic
Brethren of the Common Life. In
1544, he was arrested and imprisoned
for suspected heresy by the Inquisi-
tion. Although he moved to the
Protestant town of Duisburg, he

continued on good terms with
Catholic patrons and customers.r

Cartographer and atlas publisher
Abraham Ortelius ( 1527-1598) was

outwardly Catholic but secretly
involved in a radical, clandestine
Antwerp religious sect known as the
Family of Love or Charity, which had

ties to the Protestant Reformation.2
Dutch cartographer lan Jansson
( 1588- 1664) was buried in the
Protestant Westerkerk in Amsterdam
where the famous painter Rembrandt
was also buried.3 Although Dutch
engraver and map-seller Frederick de

Wit was a Catholic residing in
Protestant Amsterdam, the rolls of
the city council for 1 694-1704
nevertheless listed him among the
"goede mannen" (excellent citizens).4
There are countless more examples,
and a serious study should prove
interesting and worthwhile.

t Scholars debate Mercator's religious
persuasion, with some arguing he was

Lutheran, others arguing he remained
Catholic, and still others deciding there
is not enough documentation to know
for sure. See Mark Monmonier, Rhumb
Lines and Map Wars: A Social History of
the Mercator Projectiorz (University of
Chicago Press, 2004), p.37.

2 See for example, Giorgio Mangani,
'Abraham Ortelius and the Hermetic
Meaning of the Cordiform Projection,"
Imago Mundi 50( I 998 ) :59- 83.

3 Cornelis Koem an, Atlantes Neerlandici
(5 vols.; Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis
Terrarum, Ltd., 1969), vol. 2, p. L60.

4 lbid.,vol. 3, p. 191.
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Nicholaes Visscher II (L649-L702)

Insulae Americanae in Oceano
S eptentrio nali ac Re giones
Adiacentes, a C. de Mry usque
ad Line am Ae quino ctialem.

Engraving (hand colored), 18 x21 cm.
from Nicholaes Visscher II, Atlas Minor
(Amsterdam: Visscher, I 680).
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

Winged cupids or putti support the title
cartouche on this gorgeously hand-colored
seventeenth century Dutch Carribean map
by Visscher. Meanwhile, Greco-Roman
mythological Tiitons or mermen (half men,
half fish) and Nereids or sea nymphs cavort
in the water surrounding the scale at bottom
left. Dutch cartographer Claes )anszoon
Visscher (1587 -1652) and his heirs Nicolaes
I ( 1618- 1 679) and Nicolaes II ( 1649-1702)
and their widows, all of whom participated
in the family map and atlas business,
apparently enjoyed visual and verbal puns.
Claes, the elder Visscher, followed Gerhard

Kremer (Mercator)'s example and adopted
the Latin name "N. I. Piscator," which, like
his Dutch name, meant "fisherman." Here,
the grandson decorated a map with
mythological sea creatures that may
symboltze the family name instead of
simply referring to Dutch naval and
maritime prowess or fulfilling the need to
fill a blank spot on the Pacific Ocean. In
general, Visscher maps, like those of
Willem Blaeu, are beautiful compositions
with wonderfullv executed cartouches and
fine lettering.

Koeman, Atlantes Neerlandici, vol. III,
pp.1s1-1s5.

3#

fohann Baptist Homann (1663 -L724)

AmplilSimae Re gio nis Mis sis sippi
seu Provinciae Ludovicianae a
R. P. Ludovico Hennepin Francisc
Miss in America Septentrionali
anno 1687 detecte.

Engraving (hand colore d), 47 x 57 cm.
(Nuremberg: I. B. Homann or Homann
Heirs, ca.L720- 178 I ).
Vir ginia G qrr ett C arto gr aphic History
Library, UT Arlington

In the early eighteenth century, Nuremberg
cartographer, map publisher, and engraver

|ohann Baptist Homann paid homage to
French Catholic missionary frtar, explorer,
and cartographer Father Louis Hennepin
with this map of Louisiana and the
Mississippi Valley. The cartouche at top
left, which credits Hennepin with the

discovery of the province of Louisiana,
includes an imaginary likeness of the
Franciscan Recollect missionary in his
brown cloak and robe. The Franciscans
wore a rope belt tied at the waist and
knotted three times to symbolize the
order's three vocational rules of poverty,
obedience, and chastity.
Here Hennepin holds up a cross and places

his hand upon a young child, who, like the
man on the left side of the cartouche, is
completely naked. Homann intended these

nudes to represent Native Americans
although their physical features are entirely
European - a common depiction at this
time for European artists who had
probably never seen a Native American
firsthand. The Indian man offers a peace

pipe in one hand. Accompanying
Hennepin at right is a French soldier
wearing a three-cornered hat and carryLng
a musket. A bison head decorates the top
of the cartouche. Below this image is a

vignette copy of a widely popular land-
scape print of Niagara Falls, included as a

reference to Hennepin as the first European
to describe the natural wonder. Homann
probably felt some affinity for Hennepin
despite the fact that the German reportedly
converted to the Evangelical or Lutheran
faith tn 1687. As a young man, Homann
had originally embarked upon a Catholic
monastic education under the Dominican
order.

SEE ALSO cat. No. 64.

Christian Sandl er, lohann Baptista
Homann, die Homiinnischen Erben,

Matthaus Seutter und Ihre Landkarten:
Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Kartographie
(Amsterdam: Meridian Publishing Co.,
197 9; originally published I 8 82- I 890 ),
pp. a2-a3.
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Pieter van den Keere (Ls7l-after L646)

after Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598)

D e s crip tio P eregrinationis
D. Pauli Apostoli ...

Engraving, in Georg Horn lGregorius
Horniusl ( I 620-167 0), A Compleat [sic.]
Body of Ancient Geograplry, Both Sacred

and Prophane . . ., 3'd Edition (The Hague:

Printed by Pieter de Hondt and Sold by
T. Osborne, London,IT4l). 55 cm.
D eGolyer Library, Southern Metho dist
(Jniversity, Dallas

In the years following the death of Iesus,
the Apostle Paul traveled extensively in the

eastern Mediterranean, spreading the new

Christian faith from ludaea through Asia

Minor, Greece, and across to Rome, where

he was tried and executed around 65 e.t.

Centuries later, the Lutherans, in particular,
took up Paul's teachitrgs, and maps
showing the eastern Mediterranean or the
areas of Paul's journeys became fairly
common in Protestant Bibles, although
they were rarely included in Catholic Bibles
or in standard atlases. The vignette at the
upper left of the map illustrates the
Apostle's temporary blinding on the Road
to Damascus, where, according to the book
of Acts, Paul underwent a conversion and
became a follower of Jesus. The second
vignette shows another dramatic incident
in the Christian leader's life story when,
after being shipwrecked on the island of
Malta while journeying to Rome to stand
trial, Paul was bitten by u snake. He shook
it off, unharmed, and, according to the
story, the locals took this as a sign of his
divinity.

Horn's atlas of ancient geography first
appeared in Amsterdam in 1652 with no
text as Ian |ansson II's Accuratissima Orbis
Antiqui Delineatio. In the next year a new
Latin edition appeared with text by Horn,
who had also just completed a thesis on
theology at Leiden where he subsequently
became professor of history and geography.

Hall, Dictionary of Signs and Symbols in Art,
pp.235-237 . Koeman., Atlantes Neeilandici,
vol. II, pp. 151, 185- 188.
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Hall, Dictionary of Signs and Symbols in Art,
pp.235-237 . Koeman., Atlantes Neeilandici,
vol. II, pp. 151, 185- 188.
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"'l'eras Nen'Yorker" Travelen' Ilailrrtatl Map of the State of'l'exas

sa

Cartographer Unknown and
Thomas Nast (1340- 1902)

Supplement to the Texas New
Yorker. "TexAs New Yorker"
Travelers' Railroad Map of the

State of Texas.

Electrotype engraving, 74x54 cm.,
(New York: The New Yorker, after L867).

Vir ginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Even in the modern era, producers of maps

continued to use ima gery based upon
classical mythology or religion to commu-
nicate ideas with viewers. This railroad
map of Texas employed an image that
included Mercury or Hermes, god of
travelers and communication, to promote
tourism, real estate, and immigration.
Soaring through the sky above stage

coaches and telegraph poles, the god may

be identified by his characteristic winged

helmet or petasus,wrnged feet or sandals,

and caduceu.s (winged staff with two
serpents twined around it).

The cartouche originated with German-
American painter, illustrator, and cartoon-
ist Thomas Nast who used it also as a

frontispiece for Albert D. Richardson's book
Beyond the Mississippi, published in 1867 .

In addition to Mercury, Nast's image
includes animals and a Native-American
family fleeing before a speeding locomotive.
The latter theme was a popular one that
year: At least two other paintings, including
one by Nast's teacher Theodore Kaufmann,
featured Indians or animals in front of
speeding locomotives along with the phrase
"Westward the Star of Empire" in their title.
Viewers undoubtedly associated such
images with the notion of "Manifest
Destiny"-1[41 God willed the nation to
reach the Pacific-which originated in the
mid- 1840s and which was well-established
in popular culture by the 1860s.

The images also recall the effects of the
industrial revolution, such as the notion or
"Gospel" of progress, along with faster
communication, cheaper production, new
methods of commercial advertising or
boosterism, and the eradication of
"primitive" cultures. Advertisers' often
exaggerated appeals to immigrants were
occasionally couched in biblically-inspired
phrases similar to those of the Israelite
spies sent out to report on the Promised
Land of Canaan, recorded in the book of
Numbers, who declared it "a land flowing
with milk and honey."

Patricia Hills, "Picturing Progress in the Era of
Westward Expansion," in William H. Truettner,
ed., The West as America: Reinterpreting Images

of the Frontier, 1820-1920 (Washington, D.C.,
and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, for
the National Museum of American Art, 1991),

pp. 127-r30 (fig. II2).

fuKmps #SF€mRy fuaeeeds

ri i aps depicting sacred places form a large genre within the history of cartography. Although the vast
: ' majority of maps in the western tradition in this category focus on the Holy Land of Israel or Palestine,

one should keep in mind that other religions outside the |udeo-Christian traditions consider other places sacred.

With the rise of printing in Europe in the fifteenth century, the genre really exploded. Two of the earliest known

printed maps, fuom 1475, depict Ierusalem as the center of the world and the Holy Land of Israel or Palestine. In

fact, one of the longest lines of continuous maps depicting any region in the world records the history of this

particular Holy Land along with a long list of names by which it and its sacred places have been known throughout

the centuries. Along with the earlier rise of printing in Europe, the Protestant Reformation of the sixteenth

century also shaped the growth of maps of this Holy Land. Printed Bibles translated into the vernacular languages

of peoples became popular and formed alarge portion df the books produced in Europe. Since many Protestant

Bibles alone contained at least one map, the number of maps depicting the fudeo-Christian-Muslim Holy Land

amounts to a very large group indeed.l Later Bibles continued to include subject-driven maps such as those

depicting the division of Canaan among the Twelve Tiibes of Israel, the Kingdom of Israel and the city of ferusalem

around the time of Kings David and Solomon, the Holy Land and Iersusalem in the time of fesus Christ, and the

eastern Mediterranean as visited by Paul and the Apostles. The rise of Sunday schools, apparently first in England

in the late eighteenth century and later in the United States by the 1790s, also contributed to a great demand for

maps of the Iudeo-Christian Holy Lands. Standard general atlases and later specialized biblical atlases also included

such maps and even more sacred maps, which often focused upon very esoteric themes. By depicting places that

really existed, such maps helped religious publishing authorities explain, convince, and demonstrate to their

readers the history and/or literal "truth" of the sacred texts.

I Catherine Delano Smith, "Maps as Art and Science: Maps in Sixteenth Century Bibles" Imago Mundi 42 ( 1990): 65-83, found that in her survey of over
500 sixteenth century printed Bible editions, involving over 700 books, about a quarter contained maps. She found the maps "almost exclusively in
printed, vernacular, Protestant, bibles, very rare indeed in Latin bibles or bibles printed in Paris-dominated France, and never in bibles printed in Catholic
countries such as Italy, Spain or Portugal." She came to the conclusion that "maps in sixteenth century bibles were associated with the Reformation" and
that "Their presence in bibles was a function, at least initially, of Protestant thinking, not Catholic." It is also important to note that the first regional map
ever printed had been a woodcut of Palestine, according to Nicholas Crane, Mercator, the Man Who Mapped the Plnnet (2002; reprint, London: Phoenix,
2003), p.94.
See also Naftali Kadman, "The Holy Land in Maps: From Stone Mosaic to Satellite Image" in Ariel Tishby, ed., Holy Land in Maps (lerusalem: The Israel
Museum, 2001), p. 18; Thomas Walter Laqueur, Religion andRespectability: Sunday Schools andWorkingClass Cubure, 1780-1850 (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1976); Anne M. Boylan, Sunday School: The Formation of an American lnstitution, 1790-1880 (New Haven and London: Yale

University Press, 1988).

SEE ALSO No. 3 I on p. 23.
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SEE ALSO No. 3 I on p. 23.
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After Benito Arias (Montano),
a.k.a. Benedictus Arias Montanus
(L527-1s98) et al.

Anti quae I eru s alem Ver a

Iconographiae ad Sacrae

Lectionis Praecipuae et Aliarum
de Illa Urbe Historiar.

Engraving,27 .5 x24.5, rn Tractatuum
BiblicorLtTtx, hoc est Variarum in Diversas
Materiqs Biblicas Commentationum,
Volumen Prius: sive Criticorum Sacrorum,
edited by Benito Arias Montanus (8 vols.;
Frankfurt am Main: Balthasar Christophor
Wtisti, 1696; originally published in
Antwerp by Christophe Plantin,
1569-1572), vol. 6,p.597(596). 35.5 cm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ienkins Garrett, Fort Worth

|erusalem is a crty holy to three faiths-
|udaism, Christianity, and Islam. Many of

the earliest printed maps depicted the city,
and throughout the history of cartography
and the history of printmaking it has

remained a popular subject for portrayal.
This view of |erusalem was probably based

upon maps of the city by Dutch astrono-
mer and cartographer Peter Laicstein
(spelled variously Laicksteen, Laicstain,
Lacksteyn). He had visited |erusalem in
1556, but his maps are lost and known only
through acknowledged copies such as this
engraving. The printed m?p, oriented with
east at the top, has realistic-looking details
that nevertheless have little to do with the
city's actual landscape. The Mount of
Olives is at the top, Calvary is at the lower
left, and the plan of Solomon's temple is in
the center, surrounded by many city gates,

walls, and towers. Individual objects
appear at orthagonal or perspective angles

while the overall view is from almost
directlv overhead.

The printed view of ferusalem in a version
attributed to Spanish philosopher and
theologian Arias Montanus first appeared
in a Polyglot Bible in Hebrew Greek, Latin,
and Syriac that Arias Montanus translated
and compiled that was published in
Antwerp under the patronage of Holy
Roman Emperor Philip II between 1569

and L572. Here it appears in a reprint with
Bible commentary and other related
materials published in Frankfurt am Main
rn 1696. The volume also contains a world
map with the dissemination of Noah's
descendants, two maps of the Holy Land of
Canaan, plans of the Hebrew temple and
the camp in the Wilderness, and other
engravings.

Dr. Rehav Rubin, Image and Reality: lerusalem
in Maps andViews (ferusalem: The Hebrew
University Magnes Press, 1999), pp. 13, 135, has

estimated that between 1486 and 1800 over 300

maps of |erusalem were designed and printed.
For other maps from Arias Montanus see Laor,

Maps of the Holy Land., p.7, nos. 45 and 46;

Shirley, The Mapping of the World, pp. 1.47, 150,

no. 107. Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers,vol.
1, pp.vol.3, pp.72-73.

34

Artist Unknown

[View of the Mosque of the
Prophet at Medina and a
View of the Grand Mosque
at Meccal

Opaque watercolor, heightened with gold,
on paper, each leaf 2l x L2 cm., in
[Arabic Mqnuscript Prayer Book].
Probably Istanbul, late 18'h century or early
19'h century. 84 leaves. 2T.3 cm.
The Stanley Marcus Collection, DeGolyer
Lib rary, S o uthern Metho dist \Jniv er sity,

Dallas, Grft of Linda Marcus, 2003

The double-page bird's-eye views in this
miniature book of rituals and prayers show
two sacred places holy to Islam. The view
on the right depicts Mecca and the Grand
Mosque, with the sacred courtyard
surrounding the Kaaba. The prophet
Muhammad was born in Mecca and
focused much of his activities there. It is
the spiritual center of Islam, the focus of
devotion, and the goal of pilgrimage. The
Kaaba, or Ka'ba, meaning "square

building" ir Arabic, is a shrine that houses

the sacred black stone believed to be given
to Abraham by the archangel Gabriel.
Whenever possible, followers of

Muhammad pray facing the direction of
the Kaaba. Making a pilgrimage to Mecca
at least once in one's life is one of the Five

Pillars of Islam. The view on the left
probably shows the city of Medina, with
the Mosque of the Prophet. Muhammad
went to Medina after he found little
support for his ideas in his home city. The
central domed building houses the tomb of
Muhammad and is illumined by u shining
golden light. Both Medina and Mecca are

located in the present kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and are about250 miles apart. The
illustrations are in a perspective style
similar to European and American bird's-
eye views, but the borders are Ottoman
Tirrkish in style, perhaps late eighteenth
century or early nineteenth century.

See "List of Holy Cities," Wikipedia,2006,
http: I I en.wikip edia. org/wiki/
List_of_holy_cities#Islam, accessed 7 -9 -06.

35

Willem fanszoon Blaeu (157I-1633)
after Iodocus Hondius, the Younger
(Is94 or 1s9s-r629)

Terra Sancta quae in Sacris
Terra Promissionis olim
Palestina

Engraving, 38 x 49.5 crn., 1629, in Willem
Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis TerrarLtlrx, sive

Atlas I,{ovus (Amsterdam: Ioan & Cornelis
Blaeu, 1640).

D eGoly er Library, S o uthern Metho dist
University, Dallas

This map of the Holy Land, with west at
the top, afforded maximum scale and
coverage on a double-page spread. It
includes northeastern Egypt,the Red Sea,

the Sinai desert and peninsula, as well as

Canaan and Phoenicia, in order to
illustrate the captivity of the Israelites in
Egypt, their miraculous crossing of the Red

Sea, their camp and wanderings in the
Wilderness, and the eventual division of
Canaan among the Twelve Tribes. Flanking
the cartouche at bottom stands, at left,
Moses with his rod and the law tablets,
while at right stands his brother Aaron,
dressed in his capacity of High Priest with
his smoking censor. Out in the Mediterra-
nean a big fish and a boat refer to the story
of Jonah.

Willem Blaeu bought the copper plate for
this map from the estate of |odocus
Hondius the Younger in 1629. Hondius

had in turn copied most of it from an inset
on a map published in L570 by Dutch
cartographers Christian Schrott and Peter
Laicksteen (see no. 33)-the latter of
whom had actually visited the Holy Land.
From 1599-1695, the Blaeu family in
Amsterdam published maps, globes,

atlases, and works on poetry, theology, and
mathematics.

Ariel Tishby, ed., Maps of the Holy Land
(|erusalem: the Israel Museum, and Rizzoli
International Publications, Inc., 2001 ),
pp. 88-89, 104- 105. Koeman, Atlantes
Neerlandici, vol. 1, pp. 68-69, 86, 94, I29 -I30
(71) [60].
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George Woolworth Colton
and C. B. Colton and Company

"Our New Sunday School
Maps." No. 1 Map of the

Scripture World.

Color engraved transfer lithograph
on canvas, 5I x 67 .7 in.
(New York G.W. & C.B. Colton &
Company, "for the Sunday School Union,"
I 866).
Vir ginia G arr ett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Maps such as these would have decorated

the walls of Protestant Evangelical church
Sunday school classes in the years immedi-
ately following the American Civil War.

Map No. I shows almost the entire known
world as mentioned in the Old and New
Testaments of the Christian Bible. This

ranges from Persia and Mesopotamia in
the east to Carthage and the Italian
peninsula in the west, and from the
northern shores of the Adriatic and Black
'Seas in the north to Ethiopia and the
Arabian peninsula in the south. Interest-
ingly, the map's key at lower left divides up
the lands by geographical districts, such as

the "First district" or area"North and East

of the Mediterranean" consisting of
Armenia, Parthia, Persia, Chaldea,
Mesopotamia, and Assyria. It also divides
it by historical associations such as "Lands
of the beginning" and "Lands of the
Captivities." It gives elevations in English
feet and distances in miles. Concentric
circles, each 200 miles apart, show
distances from the Holy City of |erusalem.

The American Sunday School Union, for
whom the Coltons prepared the maps, held
their first formal meeting in Philadelphia

in 1824. They began as an interdenomina-
tional effort among evangelical Protestants

to instruct and educate the masses. In
addition to maps, they issued books, tracts,

texts, and magazines. The Coltons of New
York, along with the Mitchells of Philadel-
phia, dominated the American map and

atlas industry from about 1831 to 1890. Of
the thousands of maps, atlases, geogra-
phies, and wall maps they produced, it is
nevertheless extremely rare today to find
wall maps such as this pair from 1866-1867
in such excellent condition.

Walter W. Ristow, American Maps and
Mapmakers: Commercial Cartography in the

Nineteenth Century (Detroit: Wayne State

University Press, 1985), pp. 313-326.

37

George Woolworth Colton
and C. B. Colton and Company

"OL,tr New Sundry School Maps."
-htro. 2 Map of the Holy Land.

Color engraved transfer lithograph
on canvas, 66.7 x 51 .2 tn.
(New York: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Company
"for the Sunday School Union," 1867).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The second map of Colton's pair of Sunday
school wall maps from 1866-L867 shows the
Holy Land of Israel or Palestine. Roman
numerals, keyed at right, show the lands of
the TWelve Tribes of Israel. The key also

shows the dates of historical periods in
years, elevations of mountains in English
feet, and other distances. An inset at the
bottom locates on a world globe the area

featured in the first Colton map. This is

represented in an orthographic or Lambert
projection of the globe, tilted to show
primarily the lands of the areas of the
Mediterranean and Near East. Iust below

this is an elevation profile to show the
relative heights of lands between the
Mediterranean in the west and the Dead

Sea and Mountains of Moab in the east.

The Colton shop must have employed
mechanical means to project and enlarge

the maps from their standard-size atlas

dimensions onto the large canvases.

38

Iohn Senex (ca. 1678-1740)

A Map of the Sacred Geography
taken from the Old and New
Testament. Containing Most of
Ye Then Known Parts of the

World and By Whom Peopled.

Engraving (hand colore d), 37 x 44 cffi.,
from The Holy Bible (2 vols.; Oxford: Iohn
Baskett,ITLT),vol. I, Genesis, chapter 1.

Vir ginia G arr ett Carto graphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

This general map of the Middle East and
the eastern Mediterranean from an English
Bible has regional names that cover a wide
period of time, from Old Testament
Chaldea and Mesopotamia of ]ewish
Patriarch Abraham's era to the late New
Testament Macedonia and Italy associated
with the Christian Apostle Paul. The inset
shows "The Incampments [sic.] of the
Israelites in the Desart Isic.]" during the
time of Moses and Aaron. Cartogapher,
engraver, and surveyor Iohn Senex and his
wife Mary (active until L753) were among
the most prolific English map, atlas, book,
and globe publishers of their time.

Eran Laor, Maps of the Holy Land:
Cartobibliography of Printed Maps, 147 5- I 900,
p. 100, no.715; Tooley's Dictionary of
Mapmakers, voI. 4, pp. I46-L47 .
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George Woolworth Colton
and C. B. Colton and Company

"Our New Sunday School
Maps." No. 1 Map of the

Scripture World.

Color engraved transfer lithograph
on canvas, 5I x 67 .7 in.
(New York G.W. & C.B. Colton &
Company, "for the Sunday School Union,"
I 866).
Vir ginia G arr ett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Maps such as these would have decorated

the walls of Protestant Evangelical church
Sunday school classes in the years immedi-
ately following the American Civil War.

Map No. I shows almost the entire known
world as mentioned in the Old and New
Testaments of the Christian Bible. This

ranges from Persia and Mesopotamia in
the east to Carthage and the Italian
peninsula in the west, and from the
northern shores of the Adriatic and Black
'Seas in the north to Ethiopia and the
Arabian peninsula in the south. Interest-
ingly, the map's key at lower left divides up
the lands by geographical districts, such as

the "First district" or area"North and East

of the Mediterranean" consisting of
Armenia, Parthia, Persia, Chaldea,
Mesopotamia, and Assyria. It also divides
it by historical associations such as "Lands
of the beginning" and "Lands of the
Captivities." It gives elevations in English
feet and distances in miles. Concentric
circles, each 200 miles apart, show
distances from the Holy City of |erusalem.

The American Sunday School Union, for
whom the Coltons prepared the maps, held
their first formal meeting in Philadelphia

in 1824. They began as an interdenomina-
tional effort among evangelical Protestants

to instruct and educate the masses. In
addition to maps, they issued books, tracts,

texts, and magazines. The Coltons of New
York, along with the Mitchells of Philadel-
phia, dominated the American map and

atlas industry from about 1831 to 1890. Of
the thousands of maps, atlases, geogra-
phies, and wall maps they produced, it is
nevertheless extremely rare today to find
wall maps such as this pair from 1866-1867
in such excellent condition.

Walter W. Ristow, American Maps and
Mapmakers: Commercial Cartography in the

Nineteenth Century (Detroit: Wayne State

University Press, 1985), pp. 313-326.

37

George Woolworth Colton
and C. B. Colton and Company

"OL,tr New Sundry School Maps."
-htro. 2 Map of the Holy Land.

Color engraved transfer lithograph
on canvas, 66.7 x 51 .2 tn.
(New York: G.W. & C.B. Colton & Company
"for the Sunday School Union," 1867).

Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The second map of Colton's pair of Sunday
school wall maps from 1866-L867 shows the
Holy Land of Israel or Palestine. Roman
numerals, keyed at right, show the lands of
the TWelve Tribes of Israel. The key also

shows the dates of historical periods in
years, elevations of mountains in English
feet, and other distances. An inset at the
bottom locates on a world globe the area

featured in the first Colton map. This is

represented in an orthographic or Lambert
projection of the globe, tilted to show
primarily the lands of the areas of the
Mediterranean and Near East. Iust below

this is an elevation profile to show the
relative heights of lands between the
Mediterranean in the west and the Dead

Sea and Mountains of Moab in the east.

The Colton shop must have employed
mechanical means to project and enlarge

the maps from their standard-size atlas

dimensions onto the large canvases.

38

Iohn Senex (ca. 1678-1740)

A Map of the Sacred Geography
taken from the Old and New
Testament. Containing Most of
Ye Then Known Parts of the

World and By Whom Peopled.

Engraving (hand colore d), 37 x 44 cffi.,
from The Holy Bible (2 vols.; Oxford: Iohn
Baskett,ITLT),vol. I, Genesis, chapter 1.

Vir ginia G arr ett Carto graphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

This general map of the Middle East and
the eastern Mediterranean from an English
Bible has regional names that cover a wide
period of time, from Old Testament
Chaldea and Mesopotamia of ]ewish
Patriarch Abraham's era to the late New
Testament Macedonia and Italy associated
with the Christian Apostle Paul. The inset
shows "The Incampments [sic.] of the
Israelites in the Desart Isic.]" during the
time of Moses and Aaron. Cartogapher,
engraver, and surveyor Iohn Senex and his
wife Mary (active until L753) were among
the most prolific English map, atlas, book,
and globe publishers of their time.

Eran Laor, Maps of the Holy Land:
Cartobibliography of Printed Maps, 147 5- I 900,
p. 100, no.715; Tooley's Dictionary of
Mapmakers, voI. 4, pp. I46-L47 .
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Cartographer Unknown

[Map of the Holy Land]

Engraving (hand colored),24.5 x35.2 cIrI.,
from Sir Walter Ralegh ( 1 554-16 1B),

The History of the World, in Five Books,

1l'h edition, with intro. by William Oldys
(2 vols.; London: G. Conyers, 1736),
vol. 1 ,p.24L.
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

This anonymous map, oriented toward the
east, not only shows the Holy Land in
standard biblical times but also includes
references to the Maccabean period and the

Crusades. For example, in Lebanon) at left
there is a note about "The overthrow of the
Damasens by Baldwyn"-slssrIy a

reference to Baldwin of Boulogne's defeat
of Duqaq of Damascus' troops near present

Beirut in 1100. Curiously, the map
appearcd in Sir Walter Ralegh's History of
the World, whrch ironically breaks off
abruptly in the year 186 s.c. The map
delineates topographical information,
divides the land among the Twelve Tiibes
of Israel, and includes symbols for towns,
cities, and battles (shown as anachronistic
16'h century military formations consisting
of pikemen). Other details include the
burning cities of Sodom, Gom orruAdama,
and Leboim in the Dead Sea - a reference
to incidents related in the books of Genesis

and Hosea, which told of the cities'
destruction by fire and brimstone from the
Lord out of Heaven. The wrath of God
upon the wicked also permeated Ralegh's

multi-volume text, written by the English
author, adventurer, and soldier while he

was a prisoner in the Tower of London
between 1603 and his execution in 1618.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 4, p. 8;

Mark Nicholls and Penry Williams, "Ralegh, Sir

Walter (1554-1618) l' Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography, Oxford University Press,

Sept 2004; online edition, Oct 2005

I http : //www. oxfo rddnb. co m/view/ art icle I
23039, accessed 19 luly 20061.

4S

Samuel Augustus Mitchell, Sr. (1792-1363)

and/or S. Augustus Mitchell, |r.

Map of Palestine or the Holy
Land. [and] Vicinity of the
Ancient City of lerusalem. [and]
Plan of the Ancient City of
ferusalem

Engraved transfer lithograph (hand
colored), 18 x24.5 cffi., tn Mitchell's
Biblical and Sabbath School Geography
(Philadelphia: Thomas, Cowperthwait &
Co., L849), opp. p. L07. 19.5 cm.
Vir ginia G arrett C arto gr aphic History
Library, UT Arlington

One or more maps of Palestine and one or
more plans of ancient |erusalem appeared
in Philadelphia geographers and publishers
S. Augustus Mitchell's general and family
atlases, their school atlases and textbooks,
their specialized Mitchell's Ancient Atlas as

well as this small Biblical and Sabbath
School Geography. The Mitchell's map,
atlas, globe, geography, and textbook
business, along with that of the Colton
family of New York, led the nation.
Mitchell, Sr.'s geography text is instruc-
tional with numerous questions included
to promote critical thinking among
readers. Probably most readers first
encountered the book and map while
attending a Sunday school.

Walter W. Ristow, American Maps and
Mapmakers: Commercial Cartography in the
Nineteenth Century (Detroit: Wayne State

University Press, 1985), pp. 303-326; Tooley's

Dictionary of Mapmakers,vol. 3, pp. 260-261.

4t
Richard Palmer (active ca. 1823-1354)

The Tribe of Asher

Engraving (with hand-colored outlines),
1823.,15.5 x 10 cffi., in Richard Palmer,
The Bible Atlas; or, Sacred Geography
Delineated, in a Complete Series of
Scriptural Maps (London: Printed for
Baldwin, Craddock and loy;York A.
Barclay, L823) . 19 cm.
Vir ginia G arrett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

As peoples'literacy improved, and their
interest in the Holy Lands'physical
geography increased, they came to rely on
Bible atlases and geographies. These often
included more and more specialized maps,
such as a separate local map for areas

settled by each of the tribes of Israel. This
small geography was produced by English
geographer and engraver Richard Palmer,
working in London at 5 Church Row, St.

Pancras, and later at70 Union Street,

Somers Town.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 3, p.377 .

42

Edward Weller (d. 1SS4)

Palestine in the Time of Our
Lord [and] Africa
Septentrionalis

Color cerographs, 35 x 54.6 crrr., printed by
Longmans & Co., London, L876, in Rev.

George Butler, ed. and intro. , Appleton's
Hand Atlas of Ancient Geography in 28
Maps (New York: D. Appleton and Co.,
1BB5), plates 8, 9. 36 cm.
Vir ginia G arrett Carto graphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

In his I87 6 introduction to this geography
Rev. George Butler, principal of Liverpool
College, explained that London geogra-
pher, engraver, and Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society Edward Weller
supervised the preparation and printing of
the maps in this atlas. Its purpose was

generally secular. Although most of the
maps do not pertain to the Holy Land but
to ancient history in general, they do cover
Palestine, as it was assumed that educated
people would have some knowledge of the
Bible. Weller, who died before the
appearance of this American edition,
consulted and cited sorne of the best
authorities of his time on ancient geo gra-
phy,such as Samuel Heinrich Kiepert
( 18 1B- 1899) of the lJniversity of Berlin and
Dr. William Smith's Ancient Atlas (I874).

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 4, p.370.

43

Cartographer Unknown

A Striking Comparison!
The New State of Utah,
"Deseret," and the Holy Land

Engraved transfer lithograph on colored
paper, 23 x 15.3 cm., on A Pointer to
Prosperity lorl A Few Facts about the
Climate and Resources of the State of Utah
which will interest the farmer, fruit-grower,
stockman, and others. Edited and issued by
the Passenger Department, The Rio Grande
Western Railway (Salt Lake City: Rio
Grande Western Railway, 1896),
back wrapper. 64 pages.

D eGoly er Library, S outhern Metho dist
[Jniversity, Dallas

This unusual railroad promotional map
from 1896 compared the Mormon
kingdom, or theocratic state of "Deseret"

within the state of Utah to the Holy Land
of the Israelites. It was a comparison made

many times before and since, with the

Mormons themselves deliberately naming
features like the lordan River with this
reference in mind upon their arrival there

rn T847. To take maximum advantage of
the similarities, the cartographer deliber-
ately re-oriented the map of the Holy Land
180 degrees, so that the direction southwest

is at the top of that map, while the Utah
map is oriented with the standard north at

top. This side-by-side positioning affords
truly striking comparisons of the Great Salt
Lake with the Dead Sea, of the Jordan River

of Utah with the IordaJr River of Israel or
Palestine, of Utah Lakdwith the Sea of "

Tiberias or Sea of Galilee, and many other
similarities. Note that the Mormon city of
Salt Lake (which was called "New |erusa-
lem" on some maps) is in the approximate
position of ]erusalem in Israel.

The Mormons (or members of the Church
of |esus Christ of Latte r-day Saints) believe
in the prophesies of American religious
leader ]oseph Smith, Ir. (1805- IB44), along
with the Christian Bible. Led west by
second prophet and leader Brigham Young
( 180I-I877) following a period of intense
persecution, they established their
"Kingdom of God" or "Zron" in the
intermountain west about frfty years before
this map was produced. By the time of this
publication in 1896, Mormonism had
prospered and grown, and Utah had just
become a formal state within the Union.

Richard Francaviglia, Believing in Place: A
Spiritual Geography of the Great Basin (Reno
and Las Vegas: University of Nevada Press,

2003), pp. I34, I35, ftg.7.3; Richard
Francaviglia, Mapping and Imagination in the

Great Basin: A Cartographic History (Reno:

University of Nevada Press, 2005), pp. l5I-I52,
fig.7 .12.
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Cartographer Unknown

[Map of the Holy Land]

Engraving (hand colored),24.5 x35.2 cIrI.,
from Sir Walter Ralegh ( 1 554-16 1B),

The History of the World, in Five Books,

1l'h edition, with intro. by William Oldys
(2 vols.; London: G. Conyers, 1736),
vol. 1 ,p.24L.
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

This anonymous map, oriented toward the
east, not only shows the Holy Land in
standard biblical times but also includes
references to the Maccabean period and the

Crusades. For example, in Lebanon) at left
there is a note about "The overthrow of the
Damasens by Baldwyn"-slssrIy a

reference to Baldwin of Boulogne's defeat
of Duqaq of Damascus' troops near present

Beirut in 1100. Curiously, the map
appearcd in Sir Walter Ralegh's History of
the World, whrch ironically breaks off
abruptly in the year 186 s.c. The map
delineates topographical information,
divides the land among the Twelve Tiibes
of Israel, and includes symbols for towns,
cities, and battles (shown as anachronistic
16'h century military formations consisting
of pikemen). Other details include the
burning cities of Sodom, Gom orruAdama,
and Leboim in the Dead Sea - a reference
to incidents related in the books of Genesis

and Hosea, which told of the cities'
destruction by fire and brimstone from the
Lord out of Heaven. The wrath of God
upon the wicked also permeated Ralegh's

multi-volume text, written by the English
author, adventurer, and soldier while he

was a prisoner in the Tower of London
between 1603 and his execution in 1618.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 4, p. 8;

Mark Nicholls and Penry Williams, "Ralegh, Sir

Walter (1554-1618) l' Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography, Oxford University Press,

Sept 2004; online edition, Oct 2005

I http : //www. oxfo rddnb. co m/view/ art icle I
23039, accessed 19 luly 20061.

4S

Samuel Augustus Mitchell, Sr. (1792-1363)

and/or S. Augustus Mitchell, |r.

Map of Palestine or the Holy
Land. [and] Vicinity of the
Ancient City of lerusalem. [and]
Plan of the Ancient City of
ferusalem

Engraved transfer lithograph (hand
colored), 18 x24.5 cffi., tn Mitchell's
Biblical and Sabbath School Geography
(Philadelphia: Thomas, Cowperthwait &
Co., L849), opp. p. L07. 19.5 cm.
Vir ginia G arrett C arto gr aphic History
Library, UT Arlington

One or more maps of Palestine and one or
more plans of ancient |erusalem appeared
in Philadelphia geographers and publishers
S. Augustus Mitchell's general and family
atlases, their school atlases and textbooks,
their specialized Mitchell's Ancient Atlas as

well as this small Biblical and Sabbath
School Geography. The Mitchell's map,
atlas, globe, geography, and textbook
business, along with that of the Colton
family of New York, led the nation.
Mitchell, Sr.'s geography text is instruc-
tional with numerous questions included
to promote critical thinking among
readers. Probably most readers first
encountered the book and map while
attending a Sunday school.

Walter W. Ristow, American Maps and
Mapmakers: Commercial Cartography in the
Nineteenth Century (Detroit: Wayne State

University Press, 1985), pp. 303-326; Tooley's

Dictionary of Mapmakers,vol. 3, pp. 260-261.

4t
Richard Palmer (active ca. 1823-1354)

The Tribe of Asher

Engraving (with hand-colored outlines),
1823.,15.5 x 10 cffi., in Richard Palmer,
The Bible Atlas; or, Sacred Geography
Delineated, in a Complete Series of
Scriptural Maps (London: Printed for
Baldwin, Craddock and loy;York A.
Barclay, L823) . 19 cm.
Vir ginia G arrett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

As peoples'literacy improved, and their
interest in the Holy Lands'physical
geography increased, they came to rely on
Bible atlases and geographies. These often
included more and more specialized maps,
such as a separate local map for areas

settled by each of the tribes of Israel. This
small geography was produced by English
geographer and engraver Richard Palmer,
working in London at 5 Church Row, St.

Pancras, and later at70 Union Street,

Somers Town.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 3, p.377 .

42

Edward Weller (d. 1SS4)

Palestine in the Time of Our
Lord [and] Africa
Septentrionalis

Color cerographs, 35 x 54.6 crrr., printed by
Longmans & Co., London, L876, in Rev.

George Butler, ed. and intro. , Appleton's
Hand Atlas of Ancient Geography in 28
Maps (New York: D. Appleton and Co.,
1BB5), plates 8, 9. 36 cm.
Vir ginia G arrett Carto graphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

In his I87 6 introduction to this geography
Rev. George Butler, principal of Liverpool
College, explained that London geogra-
pher, engraver, and Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society Edward Weller
supervised the preparation and printing of
the maps in this atlas. Its purpose was

generally secular. Although most of the
maps do not pertain to the Holy Land but
to ancient history in general, they do cover
Palestine, as it was assumed that educated
people would have some knowledge of the
Bible. Weller, who died before the
appearance of this American edition,
consulted and cited sorne of the best
authorities of his time on ancient geo gra-
phy,such as Samuel Heinrich Kiepert
( 18 1B- 1899) of the lJniversity of Berlin and
Dr. William Smith's Ancient Atlas (I874).

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 4, p.370.

43

Cartographer Unknown

A Striking Comparison!
The New State of Utah,
"Deseret," and the Holy Land

Engraved transfer lithograph on colored
paper, 23 x 15.3 cm., on A Pointer to
Prosperity lorl A Few Facts about the
Climate and Resources of the State of Utah
which will interest the farmer, fruit-grower,
stockman, and others. Edited and issued by
the Passenger Department, The Rio Grande
Western Railway (Salt Lake City: Rio
Grande Western Railway, 1896),
back wrapper. 64 pages.

D eGoly er Library, S outhern Metho dist
[Jniversity, Dallas

This unusual railroad promotional map
from 1896 compared the Mormon
kingdom, or theocratic state of "Deseret"

within the state of Utah to the Holy Land
of the Israelites. It was a comparison made

many times before and since, with the

Mormons themselves deliberately naming
features like the lordan River with this
reference in mind upon their arrival there

rn T847. To take maximum advantage of
the similarities, the cartographer deliber-
ately re-oriented the map of the Holy Land
180 degrees, so that the direction southwest

is at the top of that map, while the Utah
map is oriented with the standard north at

top. This side-by-side positioning affords
truly striking comparisons of the Great Salt
Lake with the Dead Sea, of the Jordan River

of Utah with the IordaJr River of Israel or
Palestine, of Utah Lakdwith the Sea of "

Tiberias or Sea of Galilee, and many other
similarities. Note that the Mormon city of
Salt Lake (which was called "New |erusa-
lem" on some maps) is in the approximate
position of ]erusalem in Israel.

The Mormons (or members of the Church
of |esus Christ of Latte r-day Saints) believe
in the prophesies of American religious
leader ]oseph Smith, Ir. (1805- IB44), along
with the Christian Bible. Led west by
second prophet and leader Brigham Young
( 180I-I877) following a period of intense
persecution, they established their
"Kingdom of God" or "Zron" in the
intermountain west about frfty years before
this map was produced. By the time of this
publication in 1896, Mormonism had
prospered and grown, and Utah had just
become a formal state within the Union.

Richard Francaviglia, Believing in Place: A
Spiritual Geography of the Great Basin (Reno
and Las Vegas: University of Nevada Press,

2003), pp. I34, I35, ftg.7.3; Richard
Francaviglia, Mapping and Imagination in the

Great Basin: A Cartographic History (Reno:

University of Nevada Press, 2005), pp. l5I-I52,
fig.7 .12.
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Thomas Kitchin ( 1 7 L9-I7s4) or son
after Louis Stanislas d'Arcy Delarochette
(r731-1802)

Palestinae seu Terrae
Promissionis in duo deciem
Tribus partitae Facies Antiqua

Engraving, 42 x 57 .3 cffi., in Rev. Iohn Blair
(1722-1782), The Chronology and History
of the World, from the Creation to the Year

of Christ, 1788 (London, 1788; first
published in 1754 without maps, with
maps by Delarochette in 1768). 46 cm.
Virginia Garrett C orto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The Reverend John Blair supervised the
production of maps and chronological
charts for this atlas. He was a prebendary

of Westminster, which in the Anglican
Church was a titled clergyman who did not
receive a prebend or stipend. The maps
were actually drawn by Louis Stanislas

d'Arcy Delarochette and skillfully engraved
on copper plates by Thomas Kitchin and
others, with beautiful hand-lettering
throughout. The double- page map here
shows much of the Middle East, from
Mesopotamia to eastern Lybia and eastern
Crete-an area central to Biblical history.

Laor, Maps of the Holy Land, p. 15, no.107 or
108; Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. I,
pp. 145, 352; vol.2, p. 38; S. Austin Allibone, A
Critical Dictionary of English Literature and
British and American Authors (2 vols.; Detroit:
The Gale Research Company, 1965; originally
published Philadelphia, I B 58 ), vol. l, p. 202.

.:i.5

Samuel Dunn (d. 1794)

A Compleat Mop of the Holy
Land; Adapted to the Old and
New Testament Part 7't.

Engraving (with hand-colored outlines), 35

x 51 cm., in Samuel Dunn , A lr{ew Atlas of
the Mundane System: or, of Geograplry and
Cosmography... (London: Laurie &
Whittle , 1796). 47 .5 cm.
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This large atlas, published by Laurie &
Whittle of London, has three double- page
maps of the Holy Land, two of which could
be put together to make one four-page
map. Dunn intended these two for use

with the Old Testament. The other is a
"Mup of the Countries and Places of the
New Testament" showing the eastern
Mediterranean important for early
Christian Church history. It also has insets
showing'A Plan of |erusalem in the Time
of Our Saviour" and'A Map of fudaea
under Herod the Great and His Three
Sons. . . " Herod the Great and his dynasty
ruled as "Kings of the |ewr" by Rome's
approval during the time covered by the
New Testament, from 37 s.c. up to the time
of the fewish revolt of 66-70 t .o. Samuel
Dunn was a professor of mathematics at
Crediton, Devonshire, England, and at
Chelsea near London. He wrote and
published several other works on
astronomy, navigation, and mathematics.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 1,

pp.399-400; Allibone , A Critical Dictionary of
English Literature and British and American
Authors, vol. 1 ,, p. 532. Laor, Maps of the Holy
Land, p.34.,no.257 .

;"i.t-:

C. V. Lavoisn€, C. Gros (active 1805),

fehosophat Aspin (active 1805-1S40) et al.

G e o graphical and Hist orical
Map Illustrative of Sacred

History. .hto. 8.

Engravings (hand colored) ,4I x 51 cm.,
from Lavoisne, Gros, Aspin, et al.,

Lav o isn e's C o mplet e G en e alo gi c al,
Hi st o ri c aI, Chr o n olo gi c al, an d G e o gr aphi -
cal Atla.s (London: |. Barfield, 1813; first
published in 1807), plate 8. 54 cm.
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, LIT Arlington

Lavoisne's colorful double-page composi-
tion, with detailed text below, actually
shows two separate maps, each with
smaller insets. The first is titled "Canaan,

with Part of Egypt, during the Residence of
the Israelites in the Desert." and its inset:
"Form of the Camp of the Israelites." These

refer to the time of the Israelite Exodus
from Egyptian bondage under the great
Hebrew leader and lawgiver Moses, who
lived during the early thirteenth century
s.c. The second map is titled "Canaan,

subsequent to its Conquest by the
Israelites, and its Division among the
Tribes." Moses' successor was Ioshua,
whose military campaigns of conquest
took place in the thirteenth century; by the

twelfth century the tribes of Israel had
divided up the lands. The inset "Plan of
the City of Jerusalem" probably depicts the
city around the time of King David, ca.

L0L0-970 e.c. or shortly thereafter under
his son Solomon (970-93I s.c.), who built
the famous temple there.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. I , p.52;
vol. 2., p. 223; vol. 3, p. 99.

- "-1i
i.:t., i

Pierre Lapie (L77L or 1 777 -1850)
and son Alexandre Emile Lapie

Carte de la Palestine
ou Terre Sainte

Engraving, 55 x 40 cffi., 1833, in Atlas
(Jniversel de G4ographie Ancienne et
Moderne (Paris: Eymery, Fruger et Cie.,
LB29-1833), plate 13. 52 cm.
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Lapie and son were both members of the
French Army's Corps Impdrial des

Ingenieurs G1ographes, and, therefore) one
would expect them to pay more attention
to topography than the average cartogra-
pher of the Holy Land. This is certainly
true here. The Lapies have used very finely
engraved hauchures to denote mountains,
escarpments, and other aspects of land
elevation. Otherwise, their map is quite
similar to other maps depicting Palestine
or Canaan subsequent to the Hebrew
conquest of the twelfth century. B. C. The
father was admitted to the corp s in 1794
and participated in a number of campaigns
during the Napoleonic era. In 1814, he

became director of the Royal topographical
cabinet for French King Louis XVIII. As

such, he must have had access to French
military surveys of the Holy Land made
during Napoleon's campaign there in 1799.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 3, p. 8B;

"Lapie, Pierre," rn Imago Mundi Dictionnaire
b i o gr aphi qu e, http : //wvwv. co s movis io ns. co m/
Lapie.htm, acces sed 7 -20-06; On Napoleon's
campaign maps see Ariel Tishby, ed., Holy Land
in Maps, pp. 108- I 10.

4ffi

Giovanni Baptista Ghighi, a.k.a. Battista
Ghisius (active 177 4-1779) after
Christoph Keller, a.k.a. Christophorus
Cellarius ( 1638 -1707)

Palestine seu Tierra Sancta
47 x 31 cm., from Cellarius, Geographia
Antiqua... (edited by Giovanni Baptista

Ghighi; Rome: Ghighi, 1774; first pub-
lished by Cellarius in Halle, Saxonp in
1686; also published in Amsterdam:
Caspar Fritsch, L706).

Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

On the cartouche in this Holy Land map a
sacrificial ram lies upon a classical altar.
Many religious faiths originally included
animal sacrifice, and a few continue the
tradition today. The map's maker,
Christophorus Cellarius or Christoph
Keller, a native of Schmalkalden in present

east-central Germany, was a professor of
Hebrew and ethics and a geographer who
held positions at Weimar and Halle. He

earned renown for a highly decorative
celestial atlas in which he struggled to
reconcile Copernican theories with
Scripture and Church teaching.

Laor, Maps of the Holy Land, p.26, no.203;
Tooley, vol. 1 ,p.249; Iohn Goss, The

Mapmaker's Art: An lllustrated History of
Cartography (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1993),

p. 326. Celestial Images: Antiquarian
Astronomical Charts and Maps from the

Mendillo Collection (Boston University Art
Gallery, 2005), pp. 12,38-42, cat. nos. 23-31.

4#

Cartographer Unknown

La Figure de la Ville
de JerLrsalem .. .

Woodcut engraving, 37 x 43.5 cm. French
or Swiss, seventeenth century.
From the Santerre Family Papers, transferred
to Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

According to its French inscription, this
map purports to show how ]erusalem and
its environs looked from the time of David,
ca. I010 s.c. until its destruction at the
time of Roman E,mperor Titus in 70 a.p.

The map was intended to help illuminate
the third chapter of the Bible book of
I'{ehemia, and it possibly came from a

seventeenth century French Huguenot or
Swiss Protestant Bible. The library's copy

came from the papers of the Santerre

family, whose ancestors were among the

French immigrants who settled in the La

Reunion Colony of Dallas. Interestingly,
the family name means "holy land."

Laor, Maps of the Holy Land, p. 171, no. II77.
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Cartographer Unknown

La Figure qui represente le Grand
Enclos, lequel separoit le Lieu
Sainct d'avec le Prophane ...

Woodcut engraving, 37 x 46 cm.

French or Swiss, seventeenth century.

From the Santerre Family Papers, transferred

to Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

The artist based this imaginary plan of the

|erusalem Temple complex from descrip-
tions in the book of the Hebrew prophet
Ezekiel, chapter 40. It probably came from
the same Bible as did the previous plan.

Ezekiel lived in the sixth century B.c.,

during the time of the Babylonian exile,

and some scholars believe he described

|erusalem from memory.

Pa,ct I
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Artist Unknown

fJewish High Priest]

Lithograph, 18 x 2L.5 cffi., on W. & A. K.

]ohnsto n, The Bible Atlas, to Illustrate the
OId and New Testqments (Edinburgh and
London: W. &A. K. Johnston, L876),

front cover. 18 cm.
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This Bible atlas includes maps of the
Kingdoms of Judah and Israel during the
Monarchy; The United Kingdom of Saul,

David and Solomon; Lands of the Iewish
Captivities; Ancient |erusalem; The
Tabernacle and Court in the Wilderness;
Plan of Solomon's Temple; Palestine in the
time of Christ; Modern Palestine; Sea of
Galilee; Environs of ]erusalem; St. Paul's

]ourneys and the Places Mentioned in the
Acts and the Epistles; Modern Jerusalem;
and The Prevailing Religions of the World.
The geography publishing house of Sir
William ( 1 802- 1888) and Alexander Keith

|ohnston I ( 1804- l87I) flourished from
l82I-1901, with offices in Edinburgh and
London. They produced maps, atlases, and
globes - a number of them in collaboration
with other publishers.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol.2, p. 447 .
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Thomas Kitchin ( 1 7 L9-I7s4) or son
after Louis Stanislas d'Arcy Delarochette
(r731-1802)

Palestinae seu Terrae
Promissionis in duo deciem
Tribus partitae Facies Antiqua

Engraving, 42 x 57 .3 cffi., in Rev. Iohn Blair
(1722-1782), The Chronology and History
of the World, from the Creation to the Year

of Christ, 1788 (London, 1788; first
published in 1754 without maps, with
maps by Delarochette in 1768). 46 cm.
Virginia Garrett C orto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The Reverend John Blair supervised the
production of maps and chronological
charts for this atlas. He was a prebendary

of Westminster, which in the Anglican
Church was a titled clergyman who did not
receive a prebend or stipend. The maps
were actually drawn by Louis Stanislas

d'Arcy Delarochette and skillfully engraved
on copper plates by Thomas Kitchin and
others, with beautiful hand-lettering
throughout. The double- page map here
shows much of the Middle East, from
Mesopotamia to eastern Lybia and eastern
Crete-an area central to Biblical history.

Laor, Maps of the Holy Land, p. 15, no.107 or
108; Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. I,
pp. 145, 352; vol.2, p. 38; S. Austin Allibone, A
Critical Dictionary of English Literature and
British and American Authors (2 vols.; Detroit:
The Gale Research Company, 1965; originally
published Philadelphia, I B 58 ), vol. l, p. 202.

.:i.5

Samuel Dunn (d. 1794)

A Compleat Mop of the Holy
Land; Adapted to the Old and
New Testament Part 7't.

Engraving (with hand-colored outlines), 35

x 51 cm., in Samuel Dunn , A lr{ew Atlas of
the Mundane System: or, of Geograplry and
Cosmography... (London: Laurie &
Whittle , 1796). 47 .5 cm.
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This large atlas, published by Laurie &
Whittle of London, has three double- page
maps of the Holy Land, two of which could
be put together to make one four-page
map. Dunn intended these two for use

with the Old Testament. The other is a
"Mup of the Countries and Places of the
New Testament" showing the eastern
Mediterranean important for early
Christian Church history. It also has insets
showing'A Plan of |erusalem in the Time
of Our Saviour" and'A Map of fudaea
under Herod the Great and His Three
Sons. . . " Herod the Great and his dynasty
ruled as "Kings of the |ewr" by Rome's
approval during the time covered by the
New Testament, from 37 s.c. up to the time
of the fewish revolt of 66-70 t .o. Samuel
Dunn was a professor of mathematics at
Crediton, Devonshire, England, and at
Chelsea near London. He wrote and
published several other works on
astronomy, navigation, and mathematics.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 1,

pp.399-400; Allibone , A Critical Dictionary of
English Literature and British and American
Authors, vol. 1 ,, p. 532. Laor, Maps of the Holy
Land, p.34.,no.257 .

;"i.t-:

C. V. Lavoisn€, C. Gros (active 1805),

fehosophat Aspin (active 1805-1S40) et al.

G e o graphical and Hist orical
Map Illustrative of Sacred

History. .hto. 8.

Engravings (hand colored) ,4I x 51 cm.,
from Lavoisne, Gros, Aspin, et al.,

Lav o isn e's C o mplet e G en e alo gi c al,
Hi st o ri c aI, Chr o n olo gi c al, an d G e o gr aphi -
cal Atla.s (London: |. Barfield, 1813; first
published in 1807), plate 8. 54 cm.
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, LIT Arlington

Lavoisne's colorful double-page composi-
tion, with detailed text below, actually
shows two separate maps, each with
smaller insets. The first is titled "Canaan,

with Part of Egypt, during the Residence of
the Israelites in the Desert." and its inset:
"Form of the Camp of the Israelites." These

refer to the time of the Israelite Exodus
from Egyptian bondage under the great
Hebrew leader and lawgiver Moses, who
lived during the early thirteenth century
s.c. The second map is titled "Canaan,

subsequent to its Conquest by the
Israelites, and its Division among the
Tribes." Moses' successor was Ioshua,
whose military campaigns of conquest
took place in the thirteenth century; by the

twelfth century the tribes of Israel had
divided up the lands. The inset "Plan of
the City of Jerusalem" probably depicts the
city around the time of King David, ca.

L0L0-970 e.c. or shortly thereafter under
his son Solomon (970-93I s.c.), who built
the famous temple there.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. I , p.52;
vol. 2., p. 223; vol. 3, p. 99.
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Pierre Lapie (L77L or 1 777 -1850)
and son Alexandre Emile Lapie

Carte de la Palestine
ou Terre Sainte

Engraving, 55 x 40 cffi., 1833, in Atlas
(Jniversel de G4ographie Ancienne et
Moderne (Paris: Eymery, Fruger et Cie.,
LB29-1833), plate 13. 52 cm.
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Lapie and son were both members of the
French Army's Corps Impdrial des

Ingenieurs G1ographes, and, therefore) one
would expect them to pay more attention
to topography than the average cartogra-
pher of the Holy Land. This is certainly
true here. The Lapies have used very finely
engraved hauchures to denote mountains,
escarpments, and other aspects of land
elevation. Otherwise, their map is quite
similar to other maps depicting Palestine
or Canaan subsequent to the Hebrew
conquest of the twelfth century. B. C. The
father was admitted to the corp s in 1794
and participated in a number of campaigns
during the Napoleonic era. In 1814, he

became director of the Royal topographical
cabinet for French King Louis XVIII. As

such, he must have had access to French
military surveys of the Holy Land made
during Napoleon's campaign there in 1799.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol. 3, p. 8B;

"Lapie, Pierre," rn Imago Mundi Dictionnaire
b i o gr aphi qu e, http : //wvwv. co s movis io ns. co m/
Lapie.htm, acces sed 7 -20-06; On Napoleon's
campaign maps see Ariel Tishby, ed., Holy Land
in Maps, pp. 108- I 10.

4ffi

Giovanni Baptista Ghighi, a.k.a. Battista
Ghisius (active 177 4-1779) after
Christoph Keller, a.k.a. Christophorus
Cellarius ( 1638 -1707)

Palestine seu Tierra Sancta
47 x 31 cm., from Cellarius, Geographia
Antiqua... (edited by Giovanni Baptista

Ghighi; Rome: Ghighi, 1774; first pub-
lished by Cellarius in Halle, Saxonp in
1686; also published in Amsterdam:
Caspar Fritsch, L706).

Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

On the cartouche in this Holy Land map a
sacrificial ram lies upon a classical altar.
Many religious faiths originally included
animal sacrifice, and a few continue the
tradition today. The map's maker,
Christophorus Cellarius or Christoph
Keller, a native of Schmalkalden in present

east-central Germany, was a professor of
Hebrew and ethics and a geographer who
held positions at Weimar and Halle. He

earned renown for a highly decorative
celestial atlas in which he struggled to
reconcile Copernican theories with
Scripture and Church teaching.

Laor, Maps of the Holy Land, p.26, no.203;
Tooley, vol. 1 ,p.249; Iohn Goss, The

Mapmaker's Art: An lllustrated History of
Cartography (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1993),

p. 326. Celestial Images: Antiquarian
Astronomical Charts and Maps from the

Mendillo Collection (Boston University Art
Gallery, 2005), pp. 12,38-42, cat. nos. 23-31.

4#

Cartographer Unknown

La Figure de la Ville
de JerLrsalem .. .

Woodcut engraving, 37 x 43.5 cm. French
or Swiss, seventeenth century.
From the Santerre Family Papers, transferred
to Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

According to its French inscription, this
map purports to show how ]erusalem and
its environs looked from the time of David,
ca. I010 s.c. until its destruction at the
time of Roman E,mperor Titus in 70 a.p.

The map was intended to help illuminate
the third chapter of the Bible book of
I'{ehemia, and it possibly came from a

seventeenth century French Huguenot or
Swiss Protestant Bible. The library's copy

came from the papers of the Santerre

family, whose ancestors were among the

French immigrants who settled in the La

Reunion Colony of Dallas. Interestingly,
the family name means "holy land."

Laor, Maps of the Holy Land, p. 171, no. II77.
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Cartographer Unknown

La Figure qui represente le Grand
Enclos, lequel separoit le Lieu
Sainct d'avec le Prophane ...

Woodcut engraving, 37 x 46 cm.

French or Swiss, seventeenth century.

From the Santerre Family Papers, transferred

to Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

The artist based this imaginary plan of the

|erusalem Temple complex from descrip-
tions in the book of the Hebrew prophet
Ezekiel, chapter 40. It probably came from
the same Bible as did the previous plan.

Ezekiel lived in the sixth century B.c.,

during the time of the Babylonian exile,

and some scholars believe he described

|erusalem from memory.
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Artist Unknown

fJewish High Priest]

Lithograph, 18 x 2L.5 cffi., on W. & A. K.

]ohnsto n, The Bible Atlas, to Illustrate the
OId and New Testqments (Edinburgh and
London: W. &A. K. Johnston, L876),

front cover. 18 cm.
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This Bible atlas includes maps of the
Kingdoms of Judah and Israel during the
Monarchy; The United Kingdom of Saul,

David and Solomon; Lands of the Iewish
Captivities; Ancient |erusalem; The
Tabernacle and Court in the Wilderness;
Plan of Solomon's Temple; Palestine in the
time of Christ; Modern Palestine; Sea of
Galilee; Environs of ]erusalem; St. Paul's

]ourneys and the Places Mentioned in the
Acts and the Epistles; Modern Jerusalem;
and The Prevailing Religions of the World.
The geography publishing house of Sir
William ( 1 802- 1888) and Alexander Keith

|ohnston I ( 1804- l87I) flourished from
l82I-1901, with offices in Edinburgh and
London. They produced maps, atlases, and
globes - a number of them in collaboration
with other publishers.

Tooley's Dictionary of Mapmakers, vol.2, p. 447 .
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Unknown Artist (W. & A. K. Iohnston Co.)

The Thbernacle and Court in
The Wilderness [and] Plan of
Solomon's Temple [and] Pales-

tine in the Time of Christ
Chromolithographs, each 25 x 19 cm.,
printed by W. & A. K. Iohnston, Edinburgh,
for O. D. Case & Co., Hartford, Connecti-
cut, tn Case's Bible Atlas, to lllustrate the
Old and New Testqments (Hartford:
O. D. Case & Company,lS78). 18 cm.
Vir gini a G ar r ett C ar t o gr aphi c Hi st o r y
Lib r ar y, f,lT Arlin gt o n

Although published in Hartford, Connecti-
cut, O. D. Case's Bible atlas of 1878 had
chromolithographed maps and prints
produced by W. & A. K. ]ohnston and was

nearly identical to the Bible atlas they
published in London and Edinburgh in
I876. The illustration at upper left depicts
the portable sanctuary used by the
Israelites during their nomadic wanderings
following the Egyptian Exodus in the early
thirteenth century B.c. The artist or
cartographer drew the bird's-eye view
reconstruction from biblical descriptions.
The plan of Solomon's temple below it-
again based upon descriptions recorded in
the Bible-aided Bible readers to visualize
the stories in the sacred scriptures. The
map at right shows Palestine during the

time of Christ. Separate colors indicate
regions ruled jointly by the four rulers of
the Roman tetrarcLry: Archaelaus, Herod
Antippas, Lysanias, and Philip. The will of
Herod the Great had specified this
provincial governing arrangement
following his death in 4 a.n.

s3

After |ames Piper Cadman
(active ca. 1881-1336)

Summary of the Principal Events
in the Last Forty-Eight Drys
of Our Lord's Life on Earth;
Comp arativ e G eneral Pro gres s

fof Christian D enominations] ;
Mop of the Pathways of lesus;
I C o mp arativ e Religio ns

Population Chartsl

Color cerographs on two pages, each
37 x28.5 cffi., printed by Blomgren Bros. &
Co., in The People's Illustrated 6 Descrip-
tive Family Atlas of the World
(Chicago: R. S. Peale Co., 1886, Grand
Census Edition 1891), pp. 208-209. 38 cm.
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

Over the centuries, theologians, clerics, and
laymen have gone to great lengths to map
sacred texts, and these pages from an 1891

Chicago atlas offer an excellent example.

|ames Piper Cadman's four diagrams on the
first page attempt to trace Jesus'path
through ]erusalem on: I. Saturday and
Sunday; 2. Monday;3. Tuesday and
Wednes day; and 4.Thurs day, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. As recorded in
Christian scripture, Jesus visited and lived
in Jerusalem on several occasions, but this
particular diagram attempts to show his
exact location during the last week before
his crucifixion.

Cadman's "Map of the Pathways of |esus"
on the followin g page traces lesus' travels
throughout the Holy Land, listing all the
places mentioned in the Gospels. Accord-
ing to the text, the maps were reprinted
from Cadman's Christ in the Gospels, or,

The Life of Our Lord in the Words of the

Ev angelists, American Revision
(Chicago: American Publication Society of
Hebrew, 1886).

54

F. Fuchs after A. J. Marks (active LS79)

Birds-Eye-View
of the Holy Land.

Photoengraved color cerograph, 29 x 34.5,

by E. Russell, in George F. Cram, Cram's
Unrivaled Family Atlas of the World
(Chicago: George F. Cram, and Cincinnati:
M. A. Harris, 1883 [1885]). 34.5 cm.
Vir ginia G arr ett C arto gr aphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This perspective or bird's-eye view map of
the Holy Land may be said to represent two
mid- to late-nineteenth-century phenom-
ena: the bird's-eye view craze and the
advent of relatively inexpensive printing
techniques. The latter made it possible for
lower-middle class families to own atlases.

According to the inscription, the map was

copied "by permission from A. I. Marks
large chromo lithograph;' which was

published separately in six parts in New
York in L879. The rendering shows the
Holy Land as if seen from a high vantage
point above the Mediterranean looking
east. A three-masted steam warship and a
smaller two-masted steam-driven side-

wheeler in the left foreground served to
notifii the original viewers that the view
was contemporary rather than historical.
The view stretches roughly from the city of
Beirut in the north (seen as no. 2I along
the coast at left) to the towns of Gaza and
Beersheba in the south (seen as nos. 176

and 224 at lower right). Mountains, valleys,
and rivers are seen in full relief and in high
detail, labeled by the extensive key at
bottom.

The Geo graphy and Map Division of the
Library of Congress owns a copy of Marks'
chromolithograph. See wwwibiblio.o rgl expol
deadsea. scrolls. exhibit/ Commu nity I
lc.rel.mats.comm.html, accessed 7 -20-06.

55

After an Unknown Photographer

Panorama of lerusalem,
From the Mount of Olives

Photoengraved chromolithograph, I 6 x 63

cril., plus key and text, printed by Rand,

McNally & Co., in Rev. |esse Lyman
Hurlbut, D.D. ( 1843- 1930) , Bible Atlas: A
Manual of Biblical Geograpw and History
Rev. Edition, with an introduction by Rev.

Iohn H. Vincent, D.D., L.L.D., Chancellor
of the Chautauqua University (Chicago:

Rand, McNally & Co. ,1899; first published
in 1884), pp. 78-79. 30 cm.
Virginia G arr ett C arto gr aphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

The rise of photography in the middle and
latter half of the nineteenth century
introduced many innovations in carto gra-
phy and in the making of books and
atlases. A fold-out panorama of ferusalem
reproduced from a photograph is one such

innovation in this entertaining Bible atlas

published by the Chi cago firm of Rand,
McNally & Co. The highly detailed and
accurate view, taken from the Mount of
Olives, shows the city from its eastern side,

with south at left and north to the right.
Beside the great eastern city wall, the most
easily recognized structure is the massive

Dome of the Rock rising from its
octagonal base. Built between 687 and 69I
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Unknown Artist (W. & A. K. Iohnston Co.)

The Thbernacle and Court in
The Wilderness [and] Plan of
Solomon's Temple [and] Pales-

tine in the Time of Christ
Chromolithographs, each 25 x 19 cm.,
printed by W. & A. K. Iohnston, Edinburgh,
for O. D. Case & Co., Hartford, Connecti-
cut, tn Case's Bible Atlas, to lllustrate the
Old and New Testqments (Hartford:
O. D. Case & Company,lS78). 18 cm.
Vir gini a G ar r ett C ar t o gr aphi c Hi st o r y
Lib r ar y, f,lT Arlin gt o n

Although published in Hartford, Connecti-
cut, O. D. Case's Bible atlas of 1878 had
chromolithographed maps and prints
produced by W. & A. K. ]ohnston and was

nearly identical to the Bible atlas they
published in London and Edinburgh in
I876. The illustration at upper left depicts
the portable sanctuary used by the
Israelites during their nomadic wanderings
following the Egyptian Exodus in the early
thirteenth century B.c. The artist or
cartographer drew the bird's-eye view
reconstruction from biblical descriptions.
The plan of Solomon's temple below it-
again based upon descriptions recorded in
the Bible-aided Bible readers to visualize
the stories in the sacred scriptures. The
map at right shows Palestine during the

time of Christ. Separate colors indicate
regions ruled jointly by the four rulers of
the Roman tetrarcLry: Archaelaus, Herod
Antippas, Lysanias, and Philip. The will of
Herod the Great had specified this
provincial governing arrangement
following his death in 4 a.n.

s3

After |ames Piper Cadman
(active ca. 1881-1336)

Summary of the Principal Events
in the Last Forty-Eight Drys
of Our Lord's Life on Earth;
Comp arativ e G eneral Pro gres s

fof Christian D enominations] ;
Mop of the Pathways of lesus;
I C o mp arativ e Religio ns

Population Chartsl

Color cerographs on two pages, each
37 x28.5 cffi., printed by Blomgren Bros. &
Co., in The People's Illustrated 6 Descrip-
tive Family Atlas of the World
(Chicago: R. S. Peale Co., 1886, Grand
Census Edition 1891), pp. 208-209. 38 cm.
Virginia Garrett Cartographic History
Library, UT Arlington

Over the centuries, theologians, clerics, and
laymen have gone to great lengths to map
sacred texts, and these pages from an 1891

Chicago atlas offer an excellent example.

|ames Piper Cadman's four diagrams on the
first page attempt to trace Jesus'path
through ]erusalem on: I. Saturday and
Sunday; 2. Monday;3. Tuesday and
Wednes day; and 4.Thurs day, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. As recorded in
Christian scripture, Jesus visited and lived
in Jerusalem on several occasions, but this
particular diagram attempts to show his
exact location during the last week before
his crucifixion.

Cadman's "Map of the Pathways of |esus"
on the followin g page traces lesus' travels
throughout the Holy Land, listing all the
places mentioned in the Gospels. Accord-
ing to the text, the maps were reprinted
from Cadman's Christ in the Gospels, or,

The Life of Our Lord in the Words of the

Ev angelists, American Revision
(Chicago: American Publication Society of
Hebrew, 1886).

54

F. Fuchs after A. J. Marks (active LS79)

Birds-Eye-View
of the Holy Land.

Photoengraved color cerograph, 29 x 34.5,

by E. Russell, in George F. Cram, Cram's
Unrivaled Family Atlas of the World
(Chicago: George F. Cram, and Cincinnati:
M. A. Harris, 1883 [1885]). 34.5 cm.
Vir ginia G arr ett C arto gr aphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This perspective or bird's-eye view map of
the Holy Land may be said to represent two
mid- to late-nineteenth-century phenom-
ena: the bird's-eye view craze and the
advent of relatively inexpensive printing
techniques. The latter made it possible for
lower-middle class families to own atlases.

According to the inscription, the map was

copied "by permission from A. I. Marks
large chromo lithograph;' which was

published separately in six parts in New
York in L879. The rendering shows the
Holy Land as if seen from a high vantage
point above the Mediterranean looking
east. A three-masted steam warship and a
smaller two-masted steam-driven side-

wheeler in the left foreground served to
notifii the original viewers that the view
was contemporary rather than historical.
The view stretches roughly from the city of
Beirut in the north (seen as no. 2I along
the coast at left) to the towns of Gaza and
Beersheba in the south (seen as nos. 176

and 224 at lower right). Mountains, valleys,
and rivers are seen in full relief and in high
detail, labeled by the extensive key at
bottom.

The Geo graphy and Map Division of the
Library of Congress owns a copy of Marks'
chromolithograph. See wwwibiblio.o rgl expol
deadsea. scrolls. exhibit/ Commu nity I
lc.rel.mats.comm.html, accessed 7 -20-06.
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After an Unknown Photographer

Panorama of lerusalem,
From the Mount of Olives

Photoengraved chromolithograph, I 6 x 63

cril., plus key and text, printed by Rand,

McNally & Co., in Rev. |esse Lyman
Hurlbut, D.D. ( 1843- 1930) , Bible Atlas: A
Manual of Biblical Geograpw and History
Rev. Edition, with an introduction by Rev.

Iohn H. Vincent, D.D., L.L.D., Chancellor
of the Chautauqua University (Chicago:

Rand, McNally & Co. ,1899; first published
in 1884), pp. 78-79. 30 cm.
Virginia G arr ett C arto gr aphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

The rise of photography in the middle and
latter half of the nineteenth century
introduced many innovations in carto gra-
phy and in the making of books and
atlases. A fold-out panorama of ferusalem
reproduced from a photograph is one such

innovation in this entertaining Bible atlas

published by the Chi cago firm of Rand,
McNally & Co. The highly detailed and
accurate view, taken from the Mount of
Olives, shows the city from its eastern side,

with south at left and north to the right.
Beside the great eastern city wall, the most
easily recognized structure is the massive

Dome of the Rock rising from its
octagonal base. Built between 687 and 69I
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upon what is believed to be the site where the
first |ewish temple stood, the Dome of the

Rock has become the third holiest site of
Islam.

Other features in the atlas include a double-
page chronological Chart of Bible History,
numerous half-tone photoengravings based

upon actual photographs taken in the Holy
Land; city, town, and temple plans; regional
maps; and dozens of thematic maps. Among
the latter is a map comparing the relative size

of "The Old Testament World" and the
United States and another comparing Asia
Minor with Texas.

Thomas Nelson & Co.

The Biblical Lands

Color offset photolithograph, 35 x 52.5 cffi.,
in L. H. Grollenberg, O.P., Atlas of the Bible
(1,{elson's Comprehensiye Atlas of the Bible)
(London and New York: Thomas Nelson &
Co., L956). 37 cm.
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, LfT Arlington

This end-sheet map from a 1956 Bible atlas

includes numerous oil derricks, giving it the
appearance that it is actually more concerned
with Middle Eastern oil than sacred places.

The cartographer, working in New York,
reflected his/her century's materialism-in
particular, the Western obsession with oil and
its strategic importance to the modern
lifestyle. Undoubtedly, though, the carto-
grapher's original intent was to make ancient
sacred history relevant to the contemporary
world. Thomas Nelson and Co. (today

Thomas Nelson, Inc.) has a long and interest-
ing history as one of the world's foremost
publishers of Bibles and Christian literature.

Hermann Bollmann (19I L-I97I)

Old Jerusalem

Color offset photolithograph, 68.5 x 55 cm.,
(ferusalem: Wim van Leer Publications, Ltd.
and Carta Ltd.; Braunschweig, Germany:
Hermann Bollmann GmbH & Co. , 1969).

Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, LIT Arlington

Hermann Bollmann ( 19 1 I-I97 I)

Bethlehem
Color offset photolithograph,55 x64 cffi.,
(|erusalem: Wim van Leer Publications,
Ltd. and Carta Ltd.; Braunschweig,
Germany: Hermann Bollmann GmbH &
Co., 1970).

Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Hermann Bollmann ( 191 I-I97I)
Ir{azareth

Color offset photolithograph, 55 x 64 cm.,
(|erusalem: Wim van Leer Publications,
Ltd. and Carta Ltd.; Braunschweig,
Germany: Hermann Bollmann GmbH &
Co.,1972).
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

As recorded in the Christian Gospels,
Bethlehem is the birthplace of lesus,
Nazareth is the town where he grew up,
and ferusalem's sacred importance to |ews,
Christians, and Muslims alike has already
been noted.

These three photo-derived maps of holy
cities today in the state of Israel offer a

great amount of realism and an irnpressive
amount of detail not often found in
standard city views or maps. They are the
work of Braunschweig, Germ any, native
Hermann Bollmann. In the years

following World War II, he developed a

distinct style of aerial cartography that
allowed him to produce axonometric city
maps that appear to be three-dimensional.
His technique involved the use of an
automatic camera with a wide-angle lens

mounted on a vehicle and another battery
of eight cameras mounted in an airplane.
Since I97B his son Friedrich Bollmann and
now grandson Sven Bollmann and other
members of the family have continued the
tradition, periodically updating the
original maps.

Tamar Sofer, "Hermann Bollmann" in Ariel
Tishby, ed., HoIy Land in Maps (ferusalem:
Israel Museum; New York: Rrzzoli International
Publications, Inc., 200L), pp. 160- 161.

John Coney (1756-1833)

Canterbury Cathedral, 1 B 1 6,

South West View.

Engraving,3l x 38 crrr., 18L7, in Sir
William Dugdale (1605-1686), et a1.,

Monasticon Anglicanum; A History of the
Abbies and Other Monasteries, Hospitals,
Frieries, qnd Cqthedral and Collegiate
Churches, with Their Dependencies, in
England and Wales; also of All Such Scotch,

Irish, and French Monasteries, As Were in
Any Manner Connected with Religious
houses in England. (New edition., 6 vols. in
8; London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme
& Brown, 18 17 -1830; originally published
in 3 vols. in 1655 -1673), vol. 9. 39 cm.
Special Collections, (JT Arlington Library

Iohn Coney (1786-1833)

Ground Plan of York Cathedral

Engravrng, 34 x 24 cffi., 1826, in Sir

William Dugdale (1605- 1686), et al.,

Monasticon Anglicanum; A History of the

Abbies and Other Monasteries, Hospitals,
Frieries, and Cathedral and Collegiate

Churches.... (New edition., 6 vols. in B;

London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme &
Brown, I8l7 - 1830; originally published in
3 vols. in 1655 -1673), vol. 10. 39 cm.

Special Collections, (JT Arlington Library

An architectural plan is a kind of map of a
building, and when the building is used for
sacred purposes, the drawing or plan of it
might be considered a religious map.

Almost every part of a Gothic cathedral

had a symbolic function that served to
educate and instruct the masses in the

Christian faith. This view of Canterbury
Cathedral and plan of Winchester

Cathedral demonstrate how many
Christian church buildings form the shape

of the cross, one of the prime symbols of
Christianity.

Antiquary Sir William Dugdale began
research for his multi-volume Monasticon
AnglicnnLtm rn 164I. At that time, many
medieval records for English cathedrals,
churches, and monasteries still existed;
Iconoclasts had not yet destroyed many of
the buildings and their treasures during the
English Civil Wars; and, the Great London
Fire of 1666 had not yet destroyed old St.

Paul's Cathedral. Dugdale's heroic work
thus preserved many historical facts and
information that would have been lost
otherwise.

Graham Parry,"Dugdale, Sir William (1605-
1686)," in Oxford Dictionary of l,{ational
Biography, Oxford University Press, Sept 2004;
online edn, Muy 2006 [http://
\^,rv\rvv. oxfo rd d nb. c o m/ v i ew/ a rt i c I e / 8 I 8 6,

accessed I Aug 20061

r.-i
'-l----.

any mapmakers throughout the centuries have been trained clergymen, missionaries, or religious leaders.

: This should not be surprising, since for centuries in Europe, the Christian Church controlled nearly all

learning, and since schools and universities were primarily institutions in which to train religious leaders. During

the medieval period, Christian church buildings, with their paintings, murals, mosaics, sculpture, and symbolic

architecture, served to instruct alargely illiterate people of all social levels the fundamentals of the Christian faith.

Even with the sixteenth-century Protestant Reformation, the Catholic Church remained the largest religious and

educational institution in Western Europe. For years, many cartographers were clerics in the Catholic Church and

members of religious orders such as the Iesuits and the Fr4gciscans. These orders were particularly interested in

the pursuit of knowledge as a way to better serve and glorify God. Many of these Catholic cartographers were

missionaries, who, in their zealto spread religion, became explorers who drew maps that added greatly to world

knowledge.

Protestant leaders also had a desire to pursue knowledge, particularly as it aided in understanding of sacred

scripture and in their desire of returning to a faith they believed was grounded in the early Christian Church.

Protestants were more prone to use maps in religious education than Catholics. Many Protestant leaders-

preachers, theologians, missionaries, and religious educators-turned to cartography to help understand scripture,

as a way to reach distant lands for Christ, and as a way to instruct their followers.

-lSIl lJi\uil rt 'i1... \S, U,:.
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of "The Old Testament World" and the
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Library, LfT Arlington
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appearance that it is actually more concerned
with Middle Eastern oil than sacred places.

The cartographer, working in New York,
reflected his/her century's materialism-in
particular, the Western obsession with oil and
its strategic importance to the modern
lifestyle. Undoubtedly, though, the carto-
grapher's original intent was to make ancient
sacred history relevant to the contemporary
world. Thomas Nelson and Co. (today

Thomas Nelson, Inc.) has a long and interest-
ing history as one of the world's foremost
publishers of Bibles and Christian literature.
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Library, LIT Arlington
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As recorded in the Christian Gospels,
Bethlehem is the birthplace of lesus,
Nazareth is the town where he grew up,
and ferusalem's sacred importance to |ews,
Christians, and Muslims alike has already
been noted.

These three photo-derived maps of holy
cities today in the state of Israel offer a

great amount of realism and an irnpressive
amount of detail not often found in
standard city views or maps. They are the
work of Braunschweig, Germ any, native
Hermann Bollmann. In the years

following World War II, he developed a

distinct style of aerial cartography that
allowed him to produce axonometric city
maps that appear to be three-dimensional.
His technique involved the use of an
automatic camera with a wide-angle lens

mounted on a vehicle and another battery
of eight cameras mounted in an airplane.
Since I97B his son Friedrich Bollmann and
now grandson Sven Bollmann and other
members of the family have continued the
tradition, periodically updating the
original maps.

Tamar Sofer, "Hermann Bollmann" in Ariel
Tishby, ed., HoIy Land in Maps (ferusalem:
Israel Museum; New York: Rrzzoli International
Publications, Inc., 200L), pp. 160- 161.
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South West View.
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An architectural plan is a kind of map of a
building, and when the building is used for
sacred purposes, the drawing or plan of it
might be considered a religious map.

Almost every part of a Gothic cathedral

had a symbolic function that served to
educate and instruct the masses in the

Christian faith. This view of Canterbury
Cathedral and plan of Winchester

Cathedral demonstrate how many
Christian church buildings form the shape

of the cross, one of the prime symbols of
Christianity.

Antiquary Sir William Dugdale began
research for his multi-volume Monasticon
AnglicnnLtm rn 164I. At that time, many
medieval records for English cathedrals,
churches, and monasteries still existed;
Iconoclasts had not yet destroyed many of
the buildings and their treasures during the
English Civil Wars; and, the Great London
Fire of 1666 had not yet destroyed old St.
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thus preserved many historical facts and
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otherwise.
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'-l----.
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: This should not be surprising, since for centuries in Europe, the Christian Church controlled nearly all

learning, and since schools and universities were primarily institutions in which to train religious leaders. During

the medieval period, Christian church buildings, with their paintings, murals, mosaics, sculpture, and symbolic

architecture, served to instruct alargely illiterate people of all social levels the fundamentals of the Christian faith.

Even with the sixteenth-century Protestant Reformation, the Catholic Church remained the largest religious and

educational institution in Western Europe. For years, many cartographers were clerics in the Catholic Church and

members of religious orders such as the Iesuits and the Fr4gciscans. These orders were particularly interested in

the pursuit of knowledge as a way to better serve and glorify God. Many of these Catholic cartographers were

missionaries, who, in their zealto spread religion, became explorers who drew maps that added greatly to world
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Robert Vaughan (1597-1663) after Dr.
Thomas Fuller (1607 or 1608-1661)

Cantabrigia qualis extitit Anno
Dni. 1634 [Cambridge as it
appeared in the Year 16341

Engraving, 35 x 29 cm., in Thomas Fullet
The Church-History of Britain, from the
Birth of lesus Christ, until the Year M. DC.
XLWU (London: Printed for John
Williams, 1655), addendum "The History
of the University of Cambridg., since the
Conquest," opp. p. 1 . 34.5 cm.
Special Collections, UT Arlington Library

This map of the English university town of
Cambridge shows King's College Chapel
(with the "X" above it) and other famous
sites. The mapmaker, Dr. Thomas Fuller,
was a Church of England scholar, writer,
and preacher, who also produced a plan of
ancient ]erusaleffi, ? plan of the Temple,
and no less than eighteen different maps of
the Holy Land, including individual maps
of each of the areas settled by the twelve
tribes of Israel. These appeared in his book
A Pisgah-sight of Palestine (London: John
Williams, 1650).

W. B. Patterson, "Fuller, Thomas
(1607 l8-166I)," Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004

I http : / /www. oxfo rddnb. co m / v iew I ar ttcle I I 0 23 6,

accessed I Aug 20061; Tooley's Dictionary of
Mapmakers,vol.2, pp. 122-123,volr 4, p.3L4;
Also see other maps by Fuller in Laor, Maps of
the Holy Land, pp. 36-37 , L49 , L7 8.

63

After Father Christoph Scheiner
(rs7 s-l6s0)

Typut Corporis Lunaris
Panselini Una cum Maculis,
Faculis, Montibu.s .. .

Engraving,36.l x 33.1 cm., in Father
Athanasius Kircher (L602-1680), Mundus
Subterraneus, in XII Libros digestus
(2 vols.; Amsterdam: Jan Jansson )
Waesberge & Sons, I678),vol. I ,p.62.
38 cm.
D eGolyer Library, Southern Metho dist
(Jniversity, Dallas

The study of the cosmos or universe has

often had a relation to the study of
theology and religion. Many rnembers of

the Society of ]esus or |esuit Order of the
Catholic Church, for example, were keenly
interested in the pursuit of scientific truth
that supported their faith. This detailed
seventeenth-century printed view of the
moon as seen through a telescope by a
Jesuit might therefore be considered a

religious map by u very loose definition.
Although printed in 1678, it is based upon
sketched observations made a few years

earlier by the German |esuit priest,
astronomer, mathematician, and inventor
Father Christoph Scheiner. He is,

unfortunately, perhaps best remembered
today, if remembered at all, for his defense
of the idea of an earth-centered universe
and for a heated dispute he had with
Galileo over the nature and discovery of
sunspots.

The book also contains subterranean maps
of the earth's fires based upon the theories
of the book's author, Father Athanasius

Kirchet who dominated Jesuit science in
the seventeenth century. Ordained as a

priest tn 1628, Kircher taught mathematics,
physics, ethics, oriental languages including
Hebrew and Syrian, wrote and published
around forty works on subjects as varied as

Egyptology, Sinology, geolo gy, and
medicine, and was sometimes called "the
last Renaissance man." In 1633, Kircher
succeeded Kepler as mathematician to the
Hapsburg Court.

See "The Galileo Project: Christoph Scheiner
(I 57 3 - 1 6 5 0 )," http : I I galileo. rice. edu/scii
scheiner.html, accessed 7 -2L-06; William R.

Shea, "scheiner, Christoph", in Dictionary of
S ci entifi c B i o gr aphy . " Athanas ius Kircher,"
Wikip e di a, http : I / en. wikip edia. o r gl wiki I
Athanasius_Kircher, accessed 8- 1-06. Adolf
Muller,'Athanasius Kircher," New Advent:
Catholic Encyclopedia ( 19 10), vol. 8, online
version, http : //www. newadve nt.or gl cathen/
0866 1a.htm, accessed 8- 1 -06.

64

After Father Louis Hennepin (15a0-1701)

A Map of a Large Country
Newly Discovered in the North-
ern America situated between
New Mexico and the Frozen Sea:

Together with the Course of the
Great River Meschasipi [sic.]

Engraving (hand colored), 37 x 43 cm.,

from Henneptn, A I,{ew Discovery of a Vast

Country in America Extending Above Four
Thousand Miles Between l,{ew France and
I,{ew Mexico... (London, 1698).
Virginia Garr ett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Father Hennepin was a Franciscan
Recollect who accompanied French
explorer Ren6-Robert Cavalier, Sieur de La
Salle to New France (Canada) in 1675.

Hennepin worked as a missionary and
became the first European to describe
Niagara Falls. (See also No. 30.) This map
came from the first English translation of
his book Desciption de Ia Louisiane .. .

(Paris, 1683) and is loosely based upon
Hennepin's map there.

See "Hennepin, Louis" in Raymond Iohn
Howgego, ed. Encyclopedia of World Exploration
to lB00 (Potts Point, New South Wales,

Australia: Hordern House, 2003), pp. a99-500;

Seymour I. Schwaftz and Ralph Ehrenberg, The

Mapping of America (New York: Harry N.
Abrams, Inc., 1980) ,p. I29,plate 73.

65

Father Vincen zo Maria Coronelli
(16s0-1718)

[Globe Gores Dedicated to His
Serene Highness Padre Don
Sigismundo Pollitio d Placentia
(Piacenza)1.

Engraving, 25 x 47 cm., from Coronelli,
Libro dei Globl (Venice: Accademia
Cosmogra{ta degli Argonauti, 1693, L70I).
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This printed set of six-inch globe gores

from 1693 is a fine example of the work of
Coronelli, who-in addition to being
perhaps the world's most renowned
globemaker
theologian and church official. Coronelli

dedicated this particulartglobe to Father 
i

Sigismund Polliti of Pracenza, Prefect

General of the Hermit Monks of the
Congregation of Saint |erome in Lom-
bardy, and it also bears an interesting coat-

of-arms with an ecclesiastical hat, three

anchors, and a lion. This is most likely the
arms of a Venetian church cleric (perhaps

Coronelli himselft): the lion of St. Mark
and the anchors being a reference to Venice

and its maritime and naval power. The

gores appeared in Coronelli's atla s, Libro
dei Globl, published by the world's first
geographical society, which Coronelli
founded in Venice in 1684.

A native of Venice, Coronelli entered a

convent of the Franciscan Order of
Conventual Friars Minor (Minorites) at the
age of thirteen. He received his doctorate
in theology at the Collegium Santo
Bonaventura in Rome in 1673, and he

eventually rose to the rank of "Minister
General" of the Minorite Order before
Pope Clement XI removed him for
disobedience and arbitrary conduct.
Meanwhile, Coronelli, who also had earlier
training as an engraver, studied astronomy,
geography, and began writing books and
producing globes, maps, and atlases.

Between 1681 and 1683, he visited Paris

and constructed two huge globes for Louis
XIV of France. The Venetian Council
named him Cosmographer of the Republic
of Venice in 1685 and allowed him to set

up a globe-making workshop at the
famous Convent of Santa Maria Gloriosa
dei Frari.

Helen Wallis, intro., inVincenzo Maria
Coronelli, Libro dei Globi, Venice 1693, 1701

(Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1969),

pp. V-XXI.
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Jean Nicolas du Traldge-, Sieur de Tillemon
(d.1 699) and Father Vincenzo Coronelli
(16s0-171S)

Le Nouveau Mexique Le Nouveau
Mexique appeli au.ssi No uvelle
Grenade et MaratA, Avec Partie
de.Californie ...

Engraving (with hand-colored outlines),
46x60 cm. (Paris: Chez I. B. Nolin, 168[5]).
Virginia G arrett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This map has little bearing to religion-except
that one of its creators-again Father Vincenzo
Coronelli-was a church official. It also shows

areas which the Church hoped to win for
Christianity. While in Paris and Versailles

beginning in 1681, Coronelli gained valuable
geographic knowledge about New Spain's

interior provinces. This knowledge helped him
construct this, possibly the finest, early printed
map of New Mexico. One of his sources was a

former governor of New Mexico (I66I-L664),
the self-proclaimed Comte, don Diego Dionisio
de Peflalosa Briceflo y Berdugo. Peflalosa had
been banished by the Inquisition for misdeeds

and had traveled to London and Paris where he

offered his services to the French and deposited
a manuscript map of his former province.
From Peflalosa's map or copies of it, Coronelli
detailed many place names for the first time,
such as "el Passo," and determined that the Rio
del Norte and Rio Bravo were one and the same.

Shirley, Th e Mapping of the World, p. 547; Carl I.
Wheat, Mapping the Trans-Mississippi West (2 vols.;
San Francisco: Institute of Historical Cartography,
1958), vol. 1, pp. 43-66; Paul E. Cohen, Mapping the
West: America's Westward Movement 1524-1890
(New York: Rizzoli, 2002), pp. 43-45; David J. Weber,
The Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven:
Yale University Press, L992), pp. 131,I48-L49.
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XLWU (London: Printed for John
Williams, 1655), addendum "The History
of the University of Cambridg., since the
Conquest," opp. p. 1 . 34.5 cm.
Special Collections, UT Arlington Library

This map of the English university town of
Cambridge shows King's College Chapel
(with the "X" above it) and other famous
sites. The mapmaker, Dr. Thomas Fuller,
was a Church of England scholar, writer,
and preacher, who also produced a plan of
ancient ]erusaleffi, ? plan of the Temple,
and no less than eighteen different maps of
the Holy Land, including individual maps
of each of the areas settled by the twelve
tribes of Israel. These appeared in his book
A Pisgah-sight of Palestine (London: John
Williams, 1650).

W. B. Patterson, "Fuller, Thomas
(1607 l8-166I)," Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004

I http : / /www. oxfo rddnb. co m / v iew I ar ttcle I I 0 23 6,

accessed I Aug 20061; Tooley's Dictionary of
Mapmakers,vol.2, pp. 122-123,volr 4, p.3L4;
Also see other maps by Fuller in Laor, Maps of
the Holy Land, pp. 36-37 , L49 , L7 8.
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After Father Christoph Scheiner
(rs7 s-l6s0)

Typut Corporis Lunaris
Panselini Una cum Maculis,
Faculis, Montibu.s .. .

Engraving,36.l x 33.1 cm., in Father
Athanasius Kircher (L602-1680), Mundus
Subterraneus, in XII Libros digestus
(2 vols.; Amsterdam: Jan Jansson )
Waesberge & Sons, I678),vol. I ,p.62.
38 cm.
D eGolyer Library, Southern Metho dist
(Jniversity, Dallas

The study of the cosmos or universe has

often had a relation to the study of
theology and religion. Many rnembers of

the Society of ]esus or |esuit Order of the
Catholic Church, for example, were keenly
interested in the pursuit of scientific truth
that supported their faith. This detailed
seventeenth-century printed view of the
moon as seen through a telescope by a
Jesuit might therefore be considered a

religious map by u very loose definition.
Although printed in 1678, it is based upon
sketched observations made a few years

earlier by the German |esuit priest,
astronomer, mathematician, and inventor
Father Christoph Scheiner. He is,

unfortunately, perhaps best remembered
today, if remembered at all, for his defense
of the idea of an earth-centered universe
and for a heated dispute he had with
Galileo over the nature and discovery of
sunspots.

The book also contains subterranean maps
of the earth's fires based upon the theories
of the book's author, Father Athanasius

Kirchet who dominated Jesuit science in
the seventeenth century. Ordained as a

priest tn 1628, Kircher taught mathematics,
physics, ethics, oriental languages including
Hebrew and Syrian, wrote and published
around forty works on subjects as varied as

Egyptology, Sinology, geolo gy, and
medicine, and was sometimes called "the
last Renaissance man." In 1633, Kircher
succeeded Kepler as mathematician to the
Hapsburg Court.

See "The Galileo Project: Christoph Scheiner
(I 57 3 - 1 6 5 0 )," http : I I galileo. rice. edu/scii
scheiner.html, accessed 7 -2L-06; William R.

Shea, "scheiner, Christoph", in Dictionary of
S ci entifi c B i o gr aphy . " Athanas ius Kircher,"
Wikip e di a, http : I / en. wikip edia. o r gl wiki I
Athanasius_Kircher, accessed 8- 1-06. Adolf
Muller,'Athanasius Kircher," New Advent:
Catholic Encyclopedia ( 19 10), vol. 8, online
version, http : //www. newadve nt.or gl cathen/
0866 1a.htm, accessed 8- 1 -06.
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After Father Louis Hennepin (15a0-1701)

A Map of a Large Country
Newly Discovered in the North-
ern America situated between
New Mexico and the Frozen Sea:

Together with the Course of the
Great River Meschasipi [sic.]

Engraving (hand colored), 37 x 43 cm.,

from Henneptn, A I,{ew Discovery of a Vast

Country in America Extending Above Four
Thousand Miles Between l,{ew France and
I,{ew Mexico... (London, 1698).
Virginia Garr ett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Father Hennepin was a Franciscan
Recollect who accompanied French
explorer Ren6-Robert Cavalier, Sieur de La
Salle to New France (Canada) in 1675.

Hennepin worked as a missionary and
became the first European to describe
Niagara Falls. (See also No. 30.) This map
came from the first English translation of
his book Desciption de Ia Louisiane .. .

(Paris, 1683) and is loosely based upon
Hennepin's map there.

See "Hennepin, Louis" in Raymond Iohn
Howgego, ed. Encyclopedia of World Exploration
to lB00 (Potts Point, New South Wales,

Australia: Hordern House, 2003), pp. a99-500;

Seymour I. Schwaftz and Ralph Ehrenberg, The

Mapping of America (New York: Harry N.
Abrams, Inc., 1980) ,p. I29,plate 73.

65

Father Vincen zo Maria Coronelli
(16s0-1718)

[Globe Gores Dedicated to His
Serene Highness Padre Don
Sigismundo Pollitio d Placentia
(Piacenza)1.

Engraving, 25 x 47 cm., from Coronelli,
Libro dei Globl (Venice: Accademia
Cosmogra{ta degli Argonauti, 1693, L70I).
Virginia Garrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This printed set of six-inch globe gores

from 1693 is a fine example of the work of
Coronelli, who-in addition to being
perhaps the world's most renowned
globemaker
theologian and church official. Coronelli

dedicated this particulartglobe to Father 
i

Sigismund Polliti of Pracenza, Prefect

General of the Hermit Monks of the
Congregation of Saint |erome in Lom-
bardy, and it also bears an interesting coat-

of-arms with an ecclesiastical hat, three

anchors, and a lion. This is most likely the
arms of a Venetian church cleric (perhaps

Coronelli himselft): the lion of St. Mark
and the anchors being a reference to Venice

and its maritime and naval power. The

gores appeared in Coronelli's atla s, Libro
dei Globl, published by the world's first
geographical society, which Coronelli
founded in Venice in 1684.

A native of Venice, Coronelli entered a

convent of the Franciscan Order of
Conventual Friars Minor (Minorites) at the
age of thirteen. He received his doctorate
in theology at the Collegium Santo
Bonaventura in Rome in 1673, and he

eventually rose to the rank of "Minister
General" of the Minorite Order before
Pope Clement XI removed him for
disobedience and arbitrary conduct.
Meanwhile, Coronelli, who also had earlier
training as an engraver, studied astronomy,
geography, and began writing books and
producing globes, maps, and atlases.

Between 1681 and 1683, he visited Paris

and constructed two huge globes for Louis
XIV of France. The Venetian Council
named him Cosmographer of the Republic
of Venice in 1685 and allowed him to set

up a globe-making workshop at the
famous Convent of Santa Maria Gloriosa
dei Frari.

Helen Wallis, intro., inVincenzo Maria
Coronelli, Libro dei Globi, Venice 1693, 1701

(Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1969),

pp. V-XXI.
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Jean Nicolas du Traldge-, Sieur de Tillemon
(d.1 699) and Father Vincenzo Coronelli
(16s0-171S)

Le Nouveau Mexique Le Nouveau
Mexique appeli au.ssi No uvelle
Grenade et MaratA, Avec Partie
de.Californie ...

Engraving (with hand-colored outlines),
46x60 cm. (Paris: Chez I. B. Nolin, 168[5]).
Virginia G arrett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

This map has little bearing to religion-except
that one of its creators-again Father Vincenzo
Coronelli-was a church official. It also shows

areas which the Church hoped to win for
Christianity. While in Paris and Versailles

beginning in 1681, Coronelli gained valuable
geographic knowledge about New Spain's

interior provinces. This knowledge helped him
construct this, possibly the finest, early printed
map of New Mexico. One of his sources was a

former governor of New Mexico (I66I-L664),
the self-proclaimed Comte, don Diego Dionisio
de Peflalosa Briceflo y Berdugo. Peflalosa had
been banished by the Inquisition for misdeeds

and had traveled to London and Paris where he

offered his services to the French and deposited
a manuscript map of his former province.
From Peflalosa's map or copies of it, Coronelli
detailed many place names for the first time,
such as "el Passo," and determined that the Rio
del Norte and Rio Bravo were one and the same.

Shirley, Th e Mapping of the World, p. 547; Carl I.
Wheat, Mapping the Trans-Mississippi West (2 vols.;
San Francisco: Institute of Historical Cartography,
1958), vol. 1, pp. 43-66; Paul E. Cohen, Mapping the
West: America's Westward Movement 1524-1890
(New York: Rizzoli, 2002), pp. 43-45; David J. Weber,
The Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven:
Yale University Press, L992), pp. 131,I48-L49.
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Father Vincenzo Coronelli ( 1650- 17 LS)

Am er i c a S e tt entr io nal e

Engravings on two sheets, 62 x 87 cm.
(total size), (Venice: Coronelli, 1688).

Virginia G arrett C arto graphic Histo ry
Library, UT Arlington

The religious enthusiasm and spirituality
associated with the Catholic Counter-
Reformation found visual reinforcement in
the theatricality, illusionism, spatial
movement, and curvilinear design forms
that charact errze the Italian Baroque style
in the arts. Such stylistic devices as well as

printmaking excellence may be found in
Father Coronelli's magnificent map of
North America. The whole cartouche at

upper left has a dramatic, stage-like quality.
At left, a winged Saturn, Cronus, or Father
Time figure, with scythe and hour-glass,

comes to take away an aged scholar or
philosopher. Another celestial with a halo
or nimbus gestures away toward the map's
title, which two winged figures have

revealed by drawing back a curtain. A
reclining allegorical figure with sundial,
map) and compass may represent Geogra-
phy. The various gestures serve to draw the
viewers' glance around the composition,
just as curving lines of lettering sweep the
viewer's attention around various parts of
the map itself. According to the title
inscription, Coronelli dedicated the map to
the "blessed Monsignor" Antonio Marfily,
archdeacon of the Cathedral of Bologna. A
wreath above the inscription may contain
the archdeacon's arms, which include an
ecclesiastical hat with tassels, fleur-de-lis,
and what appear to be a fortress and
aqueduct.

After Father Eusebio Kino (1644-L7lI)

A Passage by Land to California
Discover'd by the Rev. Father
Eusebius Francis Kno lesuite
between ye years 1698 and 1701

Engraving (hand colore d),23.5 x 21 cm.,
probably from the Royal Society of
London , Philosophical Transactions ( 1 708 ).
Virginia G arrett Carto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

The mythical notion that California was an

island began to circulate as early as the
1620s, particularly in areas outside Spain.
Between 1698 and 170I, Iesuit missionary
Father Eusebius Kino proved otherwise by
walking from Sonora to California. Kino's
map first appeared in 1705 in a mission
magazine published in Paris and in a ]esuit
scientific journal - another reminder that
religion and science have worked hand-in-
hand at various times in history. This is

the first publication of the map in English.

Seymour I. Schwartz and Ralph Ehrenberg, The
Mapping of America (New York: Harry N.
Abrams, Inc., 1980), pp. 131,134,plate75.

-j =.1

After Father Andr6s Marcos Burriel, S. I.,
(active 17 56-17 57)

Mapa de la California, su GoUo,

y Provincias fronteras en el
Continente de Nueva Espana

E,ngraving, 37 .5 x 31.5 cffi., by Is. Pena,

from Father Miguel Venegas, S.1., I,{oticias
de lo Californir, y de su Conquista Tempo-

ral, y Espiritual, hasta el tiempo
presente. . .1739, revised and edited by
Father Andr6s Marcos Burriel (3 vols.;
Madrid: En la Imprenta de la Viuda de

Manuel Ferndndez,y del Supremo Consejo
de la Inquisici6n, 1757), vol. 3. 2I cm.
DeGolyer Library, Southern Methodist
Llniversity, Dallas

Religion played a major role in exploration.
In 1746,another Jesuit, Ferdinand Konscak
(of Croatian background), led an expedi-
tion that sailed all the way around the Gulf
of California to verify California's

P,r,'l dtt {iz/atA

connection to the mainland. A year later,
Spanish I(ng Fernando VII issued a decree

stating clearly that "California is not an

island." IJsing Father I(onscak's map,
Father Burriel compiled this ]esuit map
showin g Baja California, the Colorado
River delta, the Gulf of California or Red

Sea of Cort6s, and the provinces of Pimeria
and Sonora. There is a decided focus upon

l*
I

| /{lafitu;:r.t

not just the geographical features of
northwestern New Spain, but also its

numerous indigenous inhabitants, their
villages, and the |esuit missions in their
midst. The vignettes surrounding the map

include native birds and animals, Califor-
nia Indians, and scenes depicting the

martyrdom of Jesuits Lorenzo Carranco
and Nicolds Thmaral.

l.
'(J

Diccionario Porrua, p. ll44; Cohen, Mapping
the West: America's West, p. 3B; Miguel Le6n-
Portilla, Cartografia y Cr6nicas de la Antigua
California (Coyoac6.n, Mexico: U.N.A.M.,
1989), pp. 143-148 , frg. 7 6.
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Missions on Maps
ome maps show missions established to spread religion. Missions usually spread many other things as well,

from ideas to culture, from political influence to economic trade, from military power to disease, and the maps

may allude to these aspects as well as to the missions. The Catholic Church and Protestant Christian churches of
all denominations have long recorded their mission activities on maps, but maps showing missions can come from
any source, clerical or secular.

70

Guillaume de Lisle (L675-L726) et al.

Carte de la Louisiane et du
Cours du Mississippi ...

Engraving (hand colore d), 49 x 66 cm.
(Paris: De Llsle, 1718)

Virginia G arrett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

Texans celebrate de Ijisle's map as the first
printed map to show a form of the name
"Texas." The map refers to the Spanish
"Mission de Los Tejas etablie en 1716"

- the first of the Spanish Missions in east

Texas established near the Trinity River.

Martin and Martrn, Maps of Texas and the

Southwest, I 5 I 3- 1900,,p1. 1 9; Margaret
Pritchard and Henry G. Taliaferro, Degrees of
Latitude: Mapping Colonial America
(Williamsburg, Virginia: The Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation, 2002), no. 20.

7rl

Father |uan Antonio de la Pefla (?)

Plan del Presidio de LI. S. del
Pilar, de los Adrys, en la
Frontera de los Texas, Nttevo
Reyno de Philipina.s ...

Engravi ng,28.5 x 40 crrr., in Juan Antonio
de la Pefla, Derrotero de la expedicifn en la
provincia de los Texas, Nuevo reyno de

Philipinas...(Mexico City: En la Imprenta
nueva plantiniana de luan Francisco de

Ortega Bonilla, 1722). 31 cm.
Special Collectiont UT Arlington Library

Back when European nations vied with one
another to establish colonies, they often
sent missionaries and chaplains along with
military expeditions. This plan of the
Spanish presidio or fort of Los Adaes in

what is now east Texas appeared in a

printed dtary of the I72I Spanish military
expedition led by the Marqu6s de Aguayo,
the Spanish governor and captain general
of the provinces of Coahuila and Texas.
The expedition's chaplain, Father Juan
Antonio de la Pefla, wrote the diary and
perhaps drew the presidio plan and three
others of the Texas presidios at San
Antonio de Bexar, Nuestra Seflora de los
Dolores, and San Loreto that also appear in
this printed work. The expedition's goals
included eradicating the French threat to
Texas from Louisiana and winning the
loyalty of the local Indian tribes by
restoring or establishing and maintaining
missions and forts among them, ostensibly
in order to convert them to Christianity
and protect them from the French. Often
the forts were needed to protect the
missionaries.

Ann Hodges, "Special Collections Acquires Rare
de la Pefla Derroterol' The Compass Rose, 18:3
(Spring 2004):L-2; Handbook of Texas Online,
s.v.'AGUAYO EXPEDITION," http: I I
www.tsha. utexas. edu/handb o ok/online/articles/
AA/upal.html (accessed Muy 8, 2006).

72

Father |os6 Gumilla, S. f. ( 1636- 17 50)

Carte de la Province et des

Missions de la Compe. de fesus
du NoLrveau Roye. de Grenade.

Engraving, 28.5 x 40 crn., in ]os6 Gumilla,
Histoire naturelle, civile et g1ographique de
l'Orenoeue, et des principales riviires qui
s'y jettent... Trans. for the second edition,
by M. Eidous. (3 v. in Z;Avignon: I. Mosslz,
1758), vol. 1, frontisp. 17 cm.
D eGolyer Library, Southern Metho dist
University, Dallas

Father Gumilla was a Spanish lesuit priest
who explored the Orinoco River in Nueva
Granada) now in present-day Venezuela.
On his printed map, towns where there
were lesuit schools or colleges were marked
by the "IHS" sign-the abbreviation of the
name |esus in Greek, which the Jesuits
adopted as their symbol. As further
explained by the key, a cross over a triangle
denoted a Iesuit mission, and a simple cross

showed the site where a Jesuit missionary
died. Gumilla first published his account
along with his map in Madrid in IT4L The
account documented the arrival of
Christianity in parts of this area.

"Gumilla, |os6" in Howgego, ed. Encyclopedia of
World Exploration to 1800,pp.464-465; Hall,
Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art, p. 160.

73

Father ]oseph de Haro

Este Mapa

[Nuevo Santander Mexico]

Ink, watercolor, gouache and gold on
vellum, 29 x39 cm.
Probably Mexico City, ca. 1770.

Virginia G arrett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

As noted by its inscription, this manuscript
map depicts the topo graphy, missions, and
presidios north and south of the Rio
Grande in the Spanish province of Nuevo
Santand
and the northern Mexican state of
Thmaulipas. North of the Rio Grande del
Norte, sites shown include "Mision [sic.] de

S. Antonio" and "Presidio del Espiritu
Santo" and "Bahia del Espiritu Santo" near
Goliad. The cartographer"Haro, a

Franciscan, may have accompanied an
earlier Spanish expedition as scribe. The

decorative border, consisting of red, blue,
gold, and pink acanthus leaves between
gold frames, recalls Spanish colonial
church decoration and illuminated
manuscripts. This map reveals the presence

of the Christian religion in portions of the
region, which was still dominated by many
tribes who practiced animistic religion.

Dennis Reinhartz, "Two Manuscript Maps of
Nuevo Santander in Northern New Spain from
the Eighteenth Century," in Karen Severud

Cook, ed.,Images 6 lcons of the New World
(London: The British LLbrary,1996), pp. 55-65;

Iack Iackson, Shooting the Sun (2 vols.; Austin:
The Book Club of Texas, 1998), vol. 1,p.269,
32c.
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denoted a Iesuit mission, and a simple cross

showed the site where a Jesuit missionary
died. Gumilla first published his account
along with his map in Madrid in IT4L The
account documented the arrival of
Christianity in parts of this area.

"Gumilla, |os6" in Howgego, ed. Encyclopedia of
World Exploration to 1800,pp.464-465; Hall,
Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art, p. 160.
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Father ]oseph de Haro

Este Mapa

[Nuevo Santander Mexico]

Ink, watercolor, gouache and gold on
vellum, 29 x39 cm.
Probably Mexico City, ca. 1770.

Virginia G arrett C arto graphic History
Library, UT Arlington

As noted by its inscription, this manuscript
map depicts the topo graphy, missions, and
presidios north and south of the Rio
Grande in the Spanish province of Nuevo
Santand
and the northern Mexican state of
Thmaulipas. North of the Rio Grande del
Norte, sites shown include "Mision [sic.] de

S. Antonio" and "Presidio del Espiritu
Santo" and "Bahia del Espiritu Santo" near
Goliad. The cartographer"Haro, a

Franciscan, may have accompanied an
earlier Spanish expedition as scribe. The

decorative border, consisting of red, blue,
gold, and pink acanthus leaves between
gold frames, recalls Spanish colonial
church decoration and illuminated
manuscripts. This map reveals the presence

of the Christian religion in portions of the
region, which was still dominated by many
tribes who practiced animistic religion.

Dennis Reinhartz, "Two Manuscript Maps of
Nuevo Santander in Northern New Spain from
the Eighteenth Century," in Karen Severud

Cook, ed.,Images 6 lcons of the New World
(London: The British LLbrary,1996), pp. 55-65;

Iack Iackson, Shooting the Sun (2 vols.; Austin:
The Book Club of Texas, 1998), vol. 1,p.269,
32c.
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46 Mopping the Sarred

Summarlr
he connections between religion and the history of cartography in the western world alone are manifold. For

centuries, sacred beliefs shaped geographical knowledge and vice-versa. Whether describing the world and

heavens according to religious beliefs, depicting holy lands, recording missionary activities, statistically charting the

distribution of religions numerically by population, or simply utilizing styles based upon age-old religious tradi-

tions, cartographers have created thousands of maps and charts that reflect the influence of religion upon them-

selves and their societies. Religion deeply affected many cartographers, many of whom were also religious leaders.

Viewing the history of cartography from this perspective produces new insights into mapping, mapmakers, and

religion
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